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The Kelly Creek drainage basin covers approximately 300 square 
miles in north-central Nevada (Figure 1). Kelly Creek and its tributaries 
drain the entire basin, eventually joining the Humboldt River in the vicin-
ity of Golconda. The area, located in the Basin and Range physiographic 
province, is bounded by the Osgood Mountains to the west and the 
Snowstorm Mountains to the east. A gentle divide separates the valley 
from Chimney Reservoir to the north. 
The study area constitutes 230 square miles in northern Kelly 
Creek Basin, and is located in eastern Humboldt County along the 
boundary with Elko County (Figure 1). Much of the study area, in and 
along the Osgood Mountains, is being actively mined for gold. The re-
mainder of the valley is sparsely populated. Water-table data and water 
samples in the basin were obtained from mining company wells and drill 
holes, ranch wells, springs, and streams. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study are to 1) construct a flow net of north-
ern Kelly Creek Basin based on water-level measurements taken 
throughout the valley, 2) ascertain the age of the water travelling in the 
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miles 
Figure 1. Location of Study Area. 
(hydrogen and oxygen) and radiogenic nead and strontium) isotopes to 
constrain the ground-water source(s). 
Method of Investigation 
The acquisition of the data in this investigation was aided by the 
Geologic Division and the Wa~er Resources Division of the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey (USGS), Santa Fe Pacific Mining, Inc., Gold Field's Mining, 
FirstMiss Gold, Pinson Mining, and local ranchers. All funding was 
provided by the USGS, Branch of Geochemistry in Denver, Colorado. 
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Well logs, made available by the Water Resources Division (WRD) 
in Carson City, Nevada, were used to obtain preliminary ground-water 
information about Kelly Creek Basin. Although these logs do not ac-
count for annual and seasonal fluctuations, they do provide a generalized 
view of the ground-water system. 
Water-table data and water samples were collected by the author 
during three different visits to the study area. The first visit, in June 
1990, was devoted to reconnaissance of the area and measurement of 
depths to the water table. In February 1991, samples from wells, drill 
holes, and precipitation were taken for isotope analyses. In June of the 
same year, a final visit allowed for the collection of spring and stream 
samples. 
Other data regarding hydrogeologic conditions existing in the valley 
were obtained by word of mouth from local ranchers and from consulting 
reports performed for mining companies. These data provided insight 




Most investigations of the Kelly Creek Basin region discuss the 
sediment-hosted gold deposits of the Osgood Mountains. Hotz and 
Willden (1964) described the geology and mineral deposits of the Osgood 
Mountains quadrangle. They provided unit by unit descriptions, as well 
as discussions about the metamorphic and structural history of the area. 
Silberman and others ( 197 4) related the emplacement of a granodiorite 
stock to mineralization using K-Ar dates. Kretschmer (1984) detailed the 
geology of the Pinson and Preble gold deposits, including their relation-
ship to structural features. 
More recent work involves the study of alluvium overlying the 
concealed deposits. Detra and others (1989) received a 460ft. core of 
alluvium from Santa Fe Pacific Gold. They described the chemical and 
physical characteristics of the core based on samples taken every 20 ft. 
Madden-McGuire and others (1990) described the same core but related 
the alluvium geochemistry to possible source regions. It appears, based 
on pebble and cobble composition, that the most likely source for valley-
fill overlying the Rabbit Creek deposit of Santa Fe Pacific Mining, Inc., is 
the northern Osgood Mountains and the Dry Hills. 
Ground Water Investl~ations 
Aside from private consulting work, ground-water studies in Kelly 
Creek Basin are rare. The U.S. Geological Survey (D. Grimes, oral 
comm., 1990) is conducting an ongoing geochemical study on the use of 
ground water chemistry as a tool to locate gold mineralization. This 
study involves the measurement of water-level elevations and interval 
sampling down the water column of wells and drill holes. The goal is to 
determine if chemical variations in the water column can be used to 
constrain horizons favorable for gold mineralization. 
Isotope Investi~ations 
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Jacobson and others (1983) used the stable isotopes of hydrogen 
and oxygen to examine the hydrology of Dixie Valley, a basin approxi-
mately 100 miles south-southwest of Kelly Creek Basin. They collected 
more than 100 samples of precipitation, hot and cold springs, streams, 
and ground water. From the precipitation samples they developed a local 
meteoric water line. By comparing the isotopic signatures of the precipi-
tation with that of hot spring water in the valley, they were able to con-
clude that all ground waters could be isotopically derived from infiltrated 
precipitation. They also made use of tritium, the radiogenic isotope of 
hydrogen, in an attempt to date water in Dixie Valley; this resulted in 
only limited success. Pearson and Truesdell (1978) however, were able to 
constrain water ages for many of the hot springs and geysers in 
Yellowstone National Park using tritium. 
Aside from tritium, the use of radiogenic isotopes in ground -water 
studies is uncommon. Fisher and Stueber (1976) found good correla-
tions between strontium signatures of stream water and the strontium 
signatures of the rocks with which the stream was in contact. Andreyev 
and others (1967) did a comparable study of lead isotopes in waters 
throughout the Commonwealth of Independent States (formerly the 
U.S.S.R). This large scale study concluded that the lead isotopic signa-
ture of the waters are a direct reflection of the lead isotopic signature of 
the rocks with which they are in contact. The only uses of strontium and 
6 
lead isotopes in the vicinity of the Kelly Creek Basin were analyses per-
formed on igneous intrusives and volcanic rocks in an attempt to unravel 
the tectonic history of the northern Great Basin (Farmer and DePaolo, 
1983; Hart, 1985; Hart and Carlson, 1985); these serve as good reference 
data against which the strontium and lead isotopic compositions of 




Kelly Creek Basin encompasses an area of approximately 300 
square miles in eastern Humboldt County and a small portion of western 
Elko County in north-central Nevada. Kelly Creek is the primary drain-
age in the intermontane basin that is bounded by the Osgood Mountains, 
the Dry Hills, and the Snowstorm Mountains (Figure 2). Adam Peak, in 
the Osgood Mountains, and the valley floor represent the highest and 
lowest points in the study area at 8,678 ft. and 4,593 ft., respectively. 
The Osgood and Snowstorm Mountains rise abruptly from the 
valley-fill alluvium in typical basin and range fashion with vertical reliefs 
reaching 4,000 ft. (Figure 3). Both mountain ranges trend primarily N-S 
to NE-SW with several peaks exceeding 6,500 ft. The Dry Hills, a topo-
graphical-low northern extension of the Osgood Mountains, appear as 
rolling hills with a maximum elevation of 6,056 ft. The Snowstorm 
Mountains, which are the eastern border of the valley, tend to be more 
plateau-like in appearance than the Osgood Mountains, a function of 
local geology. 
Streams in the region are commonly spring fed and flow intermit-
tently through the year. They also tend to infiltrate and/or evaporate 
fairly rapidly once reaching the valley, particularly in summer months. 
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Figure 3. Photographs of ranges bordering the Kelly Creek Basin. A.) 
View looking west at the Osgood Mountains. B.) View of 
the Snowstorm Mountains. 
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Julian Creek represent the largest drainages in the basin and were the 
only ones observed to contain flowing water down-slope from the moun-
tain fronts. The largest of these, Kelly Creek, has a width of 7-10 ft. at 
its most down gradient location in the study area. 
Springs are abundant throughout the basin and are generally 
signified by the presence of green grasses, a spring house, or cattle wa-
tering tubs (Figure 4). In many instances however, flow is so minor that 
ground moisture is the only visible indication of a spring location. 
Springs are most abundant above 5, 7 40 ft., and commonly originate at . 
the headwaters of streams. Unlike other basins in Nevada where hot 
springs are not only common, but represent a viable geothermal re-
source, Kelly Creek Basin contains only those at Hot Springs Ranch in 
the southern portion of the valley, which are often not flowing. 
There are four active gold mining operations located in, or adjacent 
to, the Osgood Mountains and Dcy Hills on the west side of the valley. 
Numerous pits, tailings plles, prospect scars, mining equipment, and 
processing facilities symbolize past and present activity. Access roads 
throughout the area are almost entirely the result of mineral exploration. 
Climate 
The arid climate of Kelly Creek Basin is characterized by hot sum-
mers and cold winters. Maximum precipitation occurs in the winter and 
varies considerably with elevation. The nearest weather station, located 
38 mlles to the southwest in Winnemucca, registers an average annual 
precipitation of 3-9 inches (Pettyjohn and others, 1991). At the crest of 
mountain ranges, however, precipitation can reach 20 inches annually 




Figure 4. Photographs of springs in the Osgood Mountains. A.) View 
of green grasses indicative of a spring orifice. B.) Water 
flowing from a spring house. 
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mately 50° F (Fahrenheit), ranging from a daily maximum of greater than 
105° Fin the summer to less than -30° Fin the winter. Diurnal tem-
perature fluctuations in this region can be quite extreme, especially in 
the summer; variations of up to 40° F are not uncommon due to a lack of 
cloud cover combined with dry air. 
Storm systems generally approach north-central Nevada from the 
west and result in minimal precipitation due to the rain shadow effect of 
the Sierra Nevada. Winds, however, can be quite gusty, typically reach-
ing 40 miles per hour. They are usually westerly and tend to increase in 
the afternoons. 
Soils 
Soils in Kelly Creek Basin are given the broad classification of 
aridisols, based on moisture and temperature conditions of the region. 
They have developed predominantly on the valley-fill alluvium, but they 
also exist in the adjacent mountains where slopes permit. Varieties of 
loam make up the soil texture of this area. Slopes and closeness to 
stream drainages usually dictate what modifying term precedes loam. 
Steeper slopes generally result in a coarser modifier. The U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture-Soil Conservation Service in Winnemucca supplied 
the soil information for eastern Humboldt County. Table I lists the 
dominant soil names individually, although associations of two or more 
of these are generally grouped together within map units. 
Vegetation 
Flora is typical of that found throughout the northern basin and 
range region. Sagebrush (Artemisia arbuscula and/ or Artemisia 
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TABLE I 
SOilS OF THE KELLY CREEK BASIN 
Area Soil Name(s) Texture Slope(%) 
Jake Creek Bliss f. sandy loam 0-4 
Orovada v.f. sandy loam 0-4 
Shabliss f. sandy loam 0-4 
Golconda silt loam 2-8 
Soughe cobblyloam 4-30 
Vanwyper v. cobbly loam 30-50 
Evans Creek Broyles v.f. sandy loam 2-8 
Orovada v.f. sandy loam 2-8 
Osgood Mts. Gowjai silt loam 15-50 
Vanwyper v. cobbly loam 15-50 
Sumine v. cobbly loam 30-50 
Dry Hills Chiara f. sandy I grav. loam 2-4 
Hunnton v.f. sandy loam 8-15 
Boger v.f. sandy loam 4-15 
Vanwyper stony loam 15-50 
Having don v. cobbly loam 15-50 
Puffer v. cobbly loam 30-50 
Soughe v. stony loam 30-50 
Flue gravelly loam 2-8 
Snapp v.f. sandy/cob. loam 2-15 
Kelly Creek/ Flue v.f. sandy loam 2-4 
Rabbit Creek Golconda silt loam 2-4 
Snapp v.f. sandy loam 4-15 
Connel f. sandy I grav. loam 0-2 
Clementine silt loam 0-2 
Rose Creek loam 0-2 
Kelk v.f. sandy/silt loam 0-2 
Orovada v.f. sandy loam 2-8 
Lower Kelly Bub us v.f. sandy loam 0-2 
Creek Needle Peak silt loam 0-2 















v.-very, v.f.-very fine, f.-fine 
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f. sandy loam 
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tridentata) covers the main valley and much of the surrounding moun-
tains. Thurber needlegrass, bottlebrush squirreltail, and sandberg blue-
grass are also common. In places where the water table is shallow (<10 
ft.), green grasses dominate, particularly creeping wildrye and basin 
wildrye. Trees in the area are found in tributary valleys of the Osgood 
and Snowstorm Mountains, or nestled around ranches. Most of the 
canyon growth consists of aspen (Populus tremuloidesl and willows. The 
canyon at the head of Osgood Creek also contains man-planted apple 
trees located down gradient from a series of springs. Cottonwoods 
(Populus deltoides and/ or Populus fremontiil are found around most of 
the ranches in Kelly Creek Basin. They are planted for shade and wind-
breaks, and are well-suited for desert conditions. They can withstand 
dry alkaline soils, high winds, and extreme seasonal temperature fluc-
tuations. 
Population and Culture 
Kelly Creek Basin has less than 30 residents, and not all of them 
inhabit the valley year round. Of these, a majority are made up of two 
families, the Christisons and the Hammonds. Both are ranchers and 
rely on cattle for their livelihood. Only one farm exists in the basin be-
cause irrigation is necessary and water well permits are difficult to ac-
quire from the state. This farm produces alfalfa and covers an area of 
1,400 acres. 
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Since gold was discovered in the Osgood Mountains in 1934, min-
ing and exploration have dominated activity in the valley. Through the 
years, tungsten and gold have been produced at fluctuating rates based 
on market prices. Currently, four large gold operations are extracting 
and processing ore. They play a vital role in making Nevada one of the 
leading gold producing states in the country. Also, they provide hun-
dreds of jobs and a boost to local economies. 
CHAPTER III 
GEOLOGY OF THE KELLY CREEK BASIN 
·General 
North-central Nevada is located in the Basin and Range physi-
ographic province and is characterized by N-S to NE-SW trending block-
faulted mountain ranges. These are the result of Cenozoic tectonism 
that resulted in crustal extension throughout much of western North 
America. Extension is believed to have commenced about 17 million 
years ago and was accompanied by eruptions of basalt, or bimodal as-
semblages of basalt and rhyolite (Williams and Lipman, 1972 in Stewart, 
1980). Present day topography is the result of the relative uplift or sink-
ing of adjacent linear blocks along normal faults. The weathering of 
uplifted segments produced rapid alluviation over the downdropped 
segments. The amount of valley-fill varies considerably throughout the 
province, ranging from a few hundred feet to more than 10,000 ft. (Wil-
liams, 1983). In Kelly Creek Basin, maximum valley-fill is believed to 
exceed 1,500 ft. at the southern reaches of the study area. 
Cenozoic extension was a late stage in the structural evolution of 
Nevada. Numerous periods of orogenic activity preceded extension re-
sulting in a considerable amount of structural overprinting in the rocks 
of the Kelly Creek Basin. The orogenic events, as well as the major 
structural features associated with them, are listed in Table II. 
Beginning in Late Devonian time, the Antler Orogeny caused a 
16 
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north-northeast trending welt to rise across present day Nevada. As 
compression continued, rocks became sharply deformed and the Roberts 
Mountain Thrust developed (Wallace, 1964). It led to the eastward move-
ment of siliceous and volcanic rocks, in some cases over distances as 
much as 90 miles, over mixed sedimentary rocks and carbonates 
(Wallace, 1964). By Early Mississippian time the orogeny had ceased, 
and by Middle Pennsylvanian time sediments were again being deposited 
across the axis of the Antler orogenic belt (Wallace, 1964). 
TABLE II 
OROGENIC EVENTS THAT HAVE AFFECTED TilE 















Normal Faulting and 
Volcanism 
In Late Permian time another period of deformation, the Sonoma 
Orogeny, commenced, and compressional forces again produced folding 
and thrusting. Early Triassic time marked the end of the Sonoma Orog-
eny, but igneous activity continued throughout the Mesozoic. Many 
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batholiths and stocks of granitic, monzonitic, and dioritic composition 
are believed to have been emplaced during Late Jurassic and Cretaceous 
time. A generalized view of the basinal geology is shown in Figure 5. 
Osgood Mountains 
The Osgood Mountains consist of a structurally complex package 
of predominantly Paleozoic rocks that have undergone several episodes of 
folding and faulting. The age and a brief description of the major units 
(Hotz and Willden, 1964) are listed in Table III. 
The strikes of the main structural elements, including axes of 
folds, bedding of sedimentary rocks, and major thrusts, are all oriented 
N-S to NE-SW (Hotz and Willden, 1964). Steeply-dipping, mostly vertical, 
northwest-trending cross faults cut the rocks nearly perpendicular to the 
northeast structures (Hotz and Willden, 1964). Basin and range normal 
faults represent the youngest features in the area. The largest of these 
appears as a 100 ft. wide fault zone on the eastern flank of the range. 
Snowstorm Mountains 
The Snowstorm Mountains make up the eastern border of northern 
Kelly Creek Basin. They expose middle Miocene mafic to felsic volcanic 
flows and pyroclastic rocks covered by rhyolite flows, peralkaline ash-
flow tuffs, crystal rich rhyodacite domes, and upper Miocene and Plio-
cene basalt flows, with Paleozoic sedimentary rocks exposed in erosional 
windows (Wallace, 1989 in Madden-McGuire and others, 1990). 
Along the west side of the range, most rock outcrops examined by 
the author were basaltic flows. They tended to be vesicular and locally 
amygdaloidal. Some vesicles reach 2 inches in diameter. In the upper 
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Figure 5. Geology of the Kelly Creek Basin (Modified from Willden, 1963). 
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TABLE III 
UNIT DESCIPTIONS OF THE OSGOOD MOUNTAINS STRATIGRAPHY 
Age Formation Name 
Quaternary Surficial deposits 
Late Cretaceous Osgood Mountain Stock 
Early Permian- Etchart Limestone 
Middle Pennsylvanian 
Early to Late 
Mississippian 
Adam Peak Formation 
Battle Formation 
Goughs Canyon Formation 
Description 
Includes young and old alluvium, fan 
gravels, and talus 
Granodiorite, locally altered and cut by 
aplite dikes and small dikes and veinlets of 
quartz-feldspar pegmatite 
Limestone and sandy limestone, with 
some interbedded dolomite, minor 
amounts of calcareous shale, and lenticular 
beds of conglomerate 
Shale, siltstone, dolomitic sandstone, 
and chert with some limestone and dolomite 
Terrestrial conglomerate which 
underlies and interfingers with the Etchart 
Limestone 
Altered volcanics of medium to basic 
composition, coarse grained fossiliferous 
limestone, and minor amounts of 











Osgood Mountain Quartzite 
Description 
Alternating sequence of dolomite, 
limestone, and shale with subordinate 
amounts of chert, siltstone, and tuffaceous 
(?) material 
Chert and siliceous shale 
Feldspathic sandstone and shale with 
some limestone and minor chert 
Predominantly shale with a few 
quartzite beds in its lower part, and 
interbedded limestone and shale in the 
middle and upper parts 
Relatively pure cross bedded quartzite 
with a few thin shaley partings 
N ........ 
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reaches of Kelly Creek, rhyolite and ash-flow tuffs are present in the 
vicinity of some old prospects. The ¥ea is locally intensely iron stained, 
but no mineralization is visible. The Knolls are three hills trending N-S 
along the western margin of the Snowstorm Mountains. Chert and lime-
stone crop out in a small zone within these hills marking the only viewed 
sedimentary exposure on the east side of the basin. 
Valley-Fill Sediments 
The valley-fill sediments represent the weathering products of the 
Osgood and Snowstorm Mountains, as well as the Dry Hills. Alluvium 
derived from the Osgood Mountains and Dry Hills is composed of frag-
ments of chert, shale, siltstone, sandstone, conglomerate, limestone, and 
granodiorite. Fragments derived from the Snowstorm Mountains how-
ever, are dominantly Tertiary volcanics. 
The lithologic differences usually lead to Osgood weathering prod-
ucts containing a higher percentage of silt and clay than the Snowstorm 
weathering products. The compositional and textural changes allow for 
distinctions to be made on the predominant source areas for alluvium at 
different locations within the basin. There is some degree of 
interfingering based on the distance from a respective mountain range. 
Vertical textural changes can be significant in the alluvium. 
Paleoplaya or paleolacustrine deposits form clay lenses, while fan depos-
its form conglomeratic zones. Variability in the degree of lithification also 
exists. These factors have a major effect on the hydrology of the basin. 
A detailed description of the alluvium from a drill hole in the vicin-
ity of the Rabbit Creek gold deposit, southeast of the Dry Hills, is dis-
cussed in Madden-McGuire and others (1990). They propose, based on 
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changes in clast type. mineralogical changes. and sorting. that the 
source area for the alluvium from this drill hole is to the north and west. 
The alluvium is generally composed of very poorly sorted. polymictic 
gravel to conglomerate that is locally highly calichefied. Vertical compo-
sitional changes indicate that source area alluvial contributions from 
bordering ranges as a result of weathering has not been constant during 
the life of the basin. 
CHAPTER IV 
HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE KELLY CREEK BASIN 
Hydrologic System 
The hydrogeologic characteristics of Kelly Creek Basin are typical 
of those found in much of the Basin and Range Province. It is an inter-
montane basin with a considerable amount of sediment accumulation in 
the valley that is bordered and underlain by bedrock (Figure 6). The 
ground-water table somewhat mimics topography, with depths to water 
being quite extreme in the mountains (>500ft.). while remaining rela-
tively shallow near Kelly Creek (<50 ft.). 
The valley-fill is considered a semi-confmed aquifer. Localized clay 
lenses create confined conditions, but long-term pumping results in a 
conversion to a water-table situation in the upper part of the alluvial fill. 
Structure of the bedrock plays a major role in the ground-water condi-
tions in the mountains and beneath the valley-fill. Faults, fractures, and 
joints allow for hydrologic communication between bedrock and alluvium 
as ground water travels from recharge areas to discharge areas. 
Three broad categories of flow systems have been recognized in 
this structurally controlled region: 1) local flow systems essentially con-
fined to hydrographically closed basins, 2) regional flow systems where 
important interbasin ground water flow occurs, and 3) integrated flow 
systems where ground water of associated basins is linked by surface 
transfer between basins (Mifllin and Harrill, 1981). 
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Figure 6. Generalized block diagram of a basin and range 
hydrologic system (Modified from Eakin and others, 
1976 in Fetter, 1988). 
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Nevada is divided into 39 hydrogeologic systems, and each con-
tains a different number of hydrographic areas. The Humboldt System, 
of which the Kelly Creek Area is a part, contains 34 hydrographic areas 
(Figure 7). The study area encompasses approximately 230 square miles 
of the 16,800 square miles in the Humboldt Flow System. This repre-
sents less than 2% of the system, and the calculated annual recharge is 
less than 7,000 acre-ft/year. Virtually no water leaves the valley as 
streamflow, except during unusually high runoff periods in the spring. 
Streams are losing once they reach the valley floor (Figure 8), and give up 
considerable amounts of water to evaporation and transpiration. Al-
though structural controls complicate the ground-water system in the 
mountains, general flow for basinal water is towards Kelly Creek and 
ultimately southward to the Humboldt River. Regional discharge is to 
the Humboldt Sink, approximately 150 miles to the southwest, which 
occurs at an altitude of 3,890 ft. 
Surface Water 
Surface water in Kelly Creek Basin flows intermittently through the 
year. Most of the drainages are fed by springs and snowmelt at eleva-
tions exceeding 5,250 ft. The water in these drainages infiltrates and/ or 
evapotranspirates rapidly upon reaching the alluvial fans and the valley 
proper. Almost all of the streams in the basin are tributaries of Kelly 
Creek. It, in turn, flows into the major drainage of northern Nevada, the 
Humboldt River. 
Kelly Creek and Jake Creek are the only streams that flowed dur-
ing the three visits by the author to the study area. During a late June 
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Figure 7. Location of the Humboldt Flow System and Kelly Creek 
hydrographic area (Modified from Harrill and others, 
1988). 
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Figure 8. 
B. 
Cross-sections of losing and gaining streams. A.) 
Losing stream and B.) gaining stream (Modified 
from Fetter, 1988). 
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elevations below 5,000 ft. Both, however, infiltrated and/or 
evapotranspirated by the 4,600 ft. elevation level. In mid Februacy 1991, 
conditions were similar to the previous visit except that the streams were 
dry below an altitude of 4, 750 ft. The final visit in early June 1991 
proved quite different. Kelly Creek flowed beyond the study area bound-
my. and three streams draining the Osgood Mountains, Julian Creek, 
Summer Camp Creek, and Osgood Creek, all contained water beyond the 
range front. 
A majority of the surface water in the basin is derived from or 
becomes ground water. Infiltration of snowmelt at elevations above 
6,000 ft. commonly travels along structurally controlled localized flow 
paths that discharge at springs. The volume of water supplied to surface 
drainages by springs has a large impact on the discharge of streams in 
this region. Drainages can be gaining (Figure 8) in their upper reaches 
within the mountains, but water quantities are generally not sufficient to 
sustain flow once reaching the valley floor. Surface runoff is believed to 




Structural and sedimentological conditions within the Kelly Creek 
Basin result in a hydrologic system that has extremely variable ground-
water parameters. There is no "aquifer" in the basin, but most of the 
producing wells tap zones in the valley-fill. Some of the parameters used 
to evaluate hydrologic conditions are transmissivity, hydraulic conductiv-
ity, specific yield, storativity, and saturated thickness where: 
Transmissivity m: capacity of an aquifer to transmit water of a 
given kinematic viscosity (units-gpd/ft). 
Hydraulic conductivity (K): describes the rate at which water can 
move through a permeable medium (units-gpd/ft2). 
Specific yield (Sy): ratio of the volume of water a rock or soU will 
yield by gravity drainage to the volume of the rock or soU. 
Storativity (S): the volume of water an aquifer takes in or releases 
from storage per unit surface area of the aquifer per unit 
change in head. 
Saturated thickness (m): pore space of an aquifer that is occupied 
by water. 
where T=Km, and S=Sy for unconfined conditions. 
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Most of the hydrologic data for Kelly Creek Basin has been ac-
quired from mining company consulting reports. The valley is considered 
a basin-fill alluvial aquifer with a transmissivity of 20,000-30,000 gpd/ft, 
a specific yield of 0.1 (assumes unconfined conditions), and a saturated 
thickness of 1,000 ft. Locally, these values vary considerably. Clay 
lenses reduce transmissivity values and create confined conditions. This 
causes storativity to change to about 0.0004. However, pumping con-
verts storativity back to 0.1 and diminishes the artesian effects of the 
lenses. Saturated thickness undulates with the bedrock surface, but a 
general thickening occurs in a mid-basin direction. Hydraulic conductiv-
ity is between 20 and 30 gpd/ft2, with alluvium ranging from cobble to 
clay. This indicates that features other than grain size are playing a role 
in the permeability of the basin-fill. 
Hydrologic conditions within the Osgood and Snowstorm Moun-
tains are directly related to the geologic complexity. The presence of 
wells is scarce due to the depths to water and a lack of homogeneity in 
the subsurface. Depending on the ~ount of fractures, hydraulic con-
ductivityvalues vary from 10·7 to lOS gpd/ft2 • The wide range in the 
values shows the significance of structural features in evaluating 
ground-water conditions. Surface expressions and spring locations 
indicate an abundance of faults and fractures throughout both ranges, 
making attempts to define hydrologic parameters a diftlcult task. 
Water-Table Measurements 
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Ground-water elevations were measured primarily in mining com-
pany drill holes. The drill holes are concentrated in and just east of the 
Osgood Mountains, where auriferous bedrock exists. Therefore, the 
density of ground-water elevation data is considerably greater in this 
area than in other parts of the valley where only ranch wells could be 
sampled. 
A 500 ft. battery operated probe was used to determine depth to 
water (Figure 9). For drill holes and mining wells, the surface elevation 
was commonly surveyed during drilling, allowing for water-level eleva-
tions to be obtained by simple subtraction. All ranches in the valley are 
labelled on topographic maps, making accurate surface elevations for 
their wells also easily obtainable. The probe wire is numbered every flve 
feet, with intermediate values determined using a tape measure. Depth 
to water was observed to the nearest inch, then rounded and recorded to 
the nearest foot. 
Results of Water Table Data 




Figure 9. Photographs of the acquisition of ground-water data. 
A.) Precise water-table measurement being taken from a 
drill hole. B.) Probe used to obtain depth to water 
measurements. 
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Survey, Water Resources Division log file that records data on all drilling 
projects by latitude-longitude boundary specifications. Of these, 30 were 
found to contain water-level information that was in the study area and 
interpretable (Table IV). Legible logs are included in Appendix A Water-
level elevations were determined for 28 of the locations, enabling the 
construction of a preliminary potentiometric surface map for the basin 
(Figure 1 0). Depth to water ranged from 8 ft. in a well next to Kelly Creek 
to 280 ft. in a drill hole near the Pinson Mine. These data show that 
water-level elevations tend to mimic local topography and are at lower 
elevations but at shallower depths in the basin than in the bordering 
mountain ranges. Elevations of the water table reach 7,438 ft. in the 
Osgood Mountains, yet lie below 4,450 ft. in the lower parts of the mid-
valley. The 7,438 ft. water table elevation is believed to be either struc-
turally related or erroneous, since it is considerably higher than any 
other recorded value for the area. A flow net, constructed from the po-
tentiometric surface map, shows two components of flow in the basin 
(Figure 11), including a lateral flow towards Kelly Creek and a south-
ward flow to the Humboldt River. 
Over half of the log localities are from the western side of the basin, 
owing to mining activity in the Osgood Mountains. In the vicinity of log 
sites 14 through 19, flow lines are thought to represent pumping effects 
of mine wells and/ or preferential flow in permeable gravel. 
The western border of the basin appears to have a steeper ground-
water gradient than the eastern border. If true, then the ground water 
contribution to the valley-fill from the Osgood Mountains could be sub-
stantially more significant than the Snowstorm Mountain contribution. 

































WATER TABLE DATA FROM THE WATER 
RESOURCES DMSION WG FILE 
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Site Elevation(ft) Depth to Water(ft) WT Elevation(ft) 
4559 26 4533 
4559 48 4511 
7546 108 7438 
4904 30 4874 
4511 15 4496 
4854 23 4831 
4526 76 4450 
4543 28 4515 
4461 28 4433 
4526 12 4514 
4461 10 4451 
5100 27 5073 
4953 246 4707 
4838 85 4753 
4788 221 4567 
5051 280 4771 
5100 196 4904 
4805· 210 4595 
4915 168 4747 
5248 212 5036 
Dry 
5051 126 4925 
5035 182 4853 
5592 46 5546 
5051 8 5043 
4920 190 4730 
4920 180 4740 
4789 74 4715 
4723 24 4699 
See Appendix A for actual logs of numbers 5. B. 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 23. 
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Figure 11. Flow net based on USGS-WRD data. 
ter-level contours of this nature. However, ground-water data in the 
Snowstorm Mountains is too limited for definite confirmation at this 
time. 
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A second potentiometric surface map was constructed based on 
data collected on three separate visits by the author to the study area. 
The visits took place in late June 1990, mid February 1991, and early 
June 1991, and the accumulated data are listed in Table V. The poten-
tiometric surface map for these data (Figure 12) is markedly similar to 
the map based on the WRD logs. This indicates that overall ground-
water flow within the basin, despite discrepancies in sampling times, 
remains essentially unaltered by annual and seasonal fluctuations (Fig-
ure 13). During the acquisition of water-level elevation measurements, 
seasonal variation did exist, but it was always less than 10 ft. unless in 
the vicinity of a pumping well. Sites BAC-4, DE-36, SEE-367, and 90-7 4 
are but a few of the drill holes that were measured at more than one time 
to test seasonal fluctuations of the water table. 
For the collected data, the water table again mimicked topography 
with ground-water flow moving laterally towards Kelly Creek and south-
ward to the Humboldt River. Depth to water ranged from 3 ft. between 
Summer Camp and Julian Creeks to 469 ft. west of Gold Field's Mining. 
The highest water-level elevation, 5,679 ft., was recorded at sample site 
89-120 in the Osgood Mountains. The lowest, at 4,450 ft., was mea-
sured in ranch well BAC-5 located in mid-valley. 
A large cluster of data exists in the north-central part of the poten-
tiometric surface map between the 4,600 and 4,700 ft. water-level con-
tours (Figure 12). This is the site of two open pit gold mines that have 
removed over 300 ft. of alluvial overburden to reach auriferous bedrock. 
TABLE V 
WATER TABLE DATA MEASURED FROM WELLS 
AND DRILL HOLES, THIS STUDY 
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Sample # Site Elevation(ft) Depth to Water(ft) Wf Elevation(ft) 
88-40 4911 230 4681 
88-104 4940 259 4681 
89-120 5723 44 5679 
89-211 4846 157 4689 
89-212 4889 208 4681 
89-215 4876 194 4682 
89-224 5094 423 4671 
90-2 5150 469 4681 
90-3 5109 427 4682 
90-5 5035 364 4671 
90-74 5243 3 5240 
BAC-1 4682 62 4620 
BAC-2 5029 8 5021 
BAC-3 4899 164 4735 
BAC-4 4907 5 4902 
BAC-5 4463 13 4450. 
BAC-6 4480 20 4460 
BAC-8 5174 11 5163 
BAC-9 5440 40 5400 
DE-36 4890 207 4683 
MURD-3A 4527 58 4469 
MURD-3B 4500 27 4473 
MURD-90-Bl 4527 59 4468 
MURD-90-B2 4588 125 4463 
OWl 4903 246 4657 
OW2 4969 343 4626 
OW3 4919 274 4645 
OW4 4778 102 4676 
PIN-SA 5213 252 4961 
PM90-22-2A 4950 310 4640 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
Sample # Site Elevatlon(ft) Depth to Water(ft) Wf Elevatlon(ft) 
R-72 4953 277 4676 
R-90 4946 270 4676 
R-200 4865 190 4675 
R-298 4842 160 4682 
RCH-876 5003 353 4650 
RW-5 4795 109 4686 
SEC-53 4987 347 4640 
SEC-146 5085 430 4655 
SEC-182 4801 111 4690 
SEE-367 4988 355 4633 
SEE-630 4805 128 4682 
SEE-647 4795 114 4681 
VEK-88-8-9 4829 113 4716 
VEK-88-8-12 4688 178 4510 
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Fairly intense dewatering operations have resulted in the lowering of the 
water table in this area. It can be n9ticed that mine observation wells 
OWl, OW2, and OW3, at 4,657 ft., 4,626 ft., and 4,645 ft., respectfully, 
are all significantly lower in elevation than the surrounding measure-
ments that hover around 4,680 ft. This represents a cone of depression 
in the vicinity the southernmost pit. 
Sample site 90-7 4 occurs at a surface elevation of 5,243 ft. on the 
rising eastern face of the Osgood Mountains. Normally the depth to 
water would be greater under topographic high regions and lower under 
topographic low regions. At this location, however, depth to water is only 
3 ft. It is believed to represent a structurally related localized flow path. 
It should be noted that not all of the sample site water-level eleva-
tions fit perfectly within the contoured potentiometric surface maps of 
Figures 10 and 12. This is due to particular data points being inconsis-
tent with surrounding sample sites. In Figure 12, a possible reason for 
the discrepancies is that depth to water values for sites BAC-6, BAC-9, 
RCH-876, and SEC-146 were obtained by word of mouth from ranchers 
and miners. 
CHAPI'ERV 
TIIEORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE 
INVESTIGATIONS 
General 
Isotopes are atoms of the same element that have the same num-
ber of protons and electrons, but a different number of neutrons. There 
are 92 natural elements that give rise to more than 1,000 stable and 
radioactive isotopes. 
In the use of isotopes, only the ratio of the heavy isotope to the 
light isotope of the same element is required, thus the absolute concen-
trations of each isotope are not needed (Ingraham, 1982). This is advan-
tageous considering that in most cases ratios can be determined about 
an order of magnitude more precisely than absolute abundances. 
Radioactive isotopes have nuclei that give out radiation and 
thereby change to nuclei of other elements (Krauskopf, 1979). The nuclei 
which result from radioactive decay, but do not themselves decay, are 
called radiogenic isotopes. Since radioactive isotopes decay at a constant 
rate, their use in the age dating of rocks has been vital. If no alteration 
of the parent-daughter ratios has occurred after initial formation, the 
ratios can be used to calculate ages. Also, trace element radiogenic 
isotope ratios of waters are diagnostic of the source material with which 
the waters interact. Therefore, they can be used as tracers of solute 
sources given the right geologic conditions. 
Stable isotopes are nuclei that do not undergo radioactive decay. 
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For isotopes in the water molecule, variations in composition are usually 
created when fractionation occurs during evaporation and condensation. 
Since the isotopes of water do not break down, once meteoric water infil-
trates into the ground-water system, the isotopic signature is set unless 
certain subsurface processes occur to change the signature. These in-
clude, for example, geothermal activity that causes water-rock isotopic 
exchange; or extreme chemical conditions, such as low pH, that may 
enable dissolution of otherwise insoluble rocks and minerals. Since 
these conditions are not typical in most ground-water systems, stable 
isotopes can be a valuable tool in determining recharge areas, discharge 
areas, mixing, and flow paths in local and regional settings. 
Stable Isotopes 
General 
The water molecule can consist of five stable isotopes from two 
elements: two of hydrogen (1 H or H, protium; and 2H or D, deuterium) 
and three of oxygen (16Q, 17Q, and 18Q). The average abundances for 






where 18Qf16Q is the ratio used for oxygen because 18Q is more common 
than 17Q (Way and others, 1950; Garlick, 1969 in Hoefs,1987). Ratios 
are expressed in parts per thousand (per mil - o/oo) difference from a 
worldwide standard called standard mean ocean water (SMOW). SMOW 
is used because its hydrogen and oxygen isotopic composition remains 
relatively constant. 
Variations from SMOW are signified by o (delta) where 
8 = Rumpl.e - Rllandard (lOOO) 
heavy R 
lltandaJd 
and R represents D/H or 18()jl6Q. If o is negative then the water is 
considered depleted in the heavy isotope relative to SMOW. It is also 
referred to as being isotopically light. An enrichment in the heavy iso-
tope is signified by a change towards a positive o value, with the corre-
sponding water considered isotopically heavy. 
Fractionation 
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The partitioning of isotopes between two substances or phases, 
such that the substances or phases have different isotope ratios, is called 
isotope fractiDnatiDTL The fractionation factor is defined by: 
where Ra is the ratio of concentrations of the heavy to light isotope in 
phase ~ and Rb is the same ratio in phase B. For example, in 
aH2o liquid-vapor Ra is l8Qjl6Q in liquid water, and Rb is 18Qjl6Q in 
water vapor. At 25°C, given equilibrium conditions, the value of 
aH2o liquid-vapor is approximately 1.0092. This means that oiBQ of liquid 
water would be enriched by about +9o/oo relative to the water vapor. 
Isotopic fractionations are temperature dependent. At infinitely 
high temperature, all isotopic species are well mixed and isotopic frac-
tionation factors are 1.0000. At the earth's surface, temperature fluctua-
tions resulting from changing climatic conditions of a region can cause 
significant variations in the isotopic composition of waters. 
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Since the isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen are intimately related in 
the water molecule, isotopic fractionation of both is usually covariant. 
Hence, the isotope ratios of the two are commonly discussed together. 
The different isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen behave differently 
based on their differences in vapor pressure. This results from deute-
rium being heavier than protium and 18() being heavier than 16Q. The 
lighter isotopes will preferentially enter the vapor phase while the heavy 
isotope will tend towards the condensate. The effect is illustrated in the 
isotopic composition of precipitation from a storm system as it moves 
inland from the coast. Ehhalt and others (1963) called it the 'continental 
effect' and stated that as a storm undergoes several episodes of precipita-
tion, the rematn1ng vapor will become progressively depleted in the heavy 
isotopes (Figure 14). Ingraham and Taylor (1986) show the isotopic 
changes in ao along a west to east transect from the Pacific coast of 
northern California to the northern Great Basin in Nevada; i.e. water 
samples become steadily depleted with distance inland (Figure 15). 
Values of SMOW are 00/oo for both ao and a1so. Comparisons from 
these values are made because the ocean is the ultimate source and sink 
for the hydrologic cycle. The water vapor above the ocean is slightly 
depleted in the heavy isotopes due to fractionation during evaporation. 
During condensation of the water vapor, the heavy isotopes are concen-
trated in the precipitation while the remaining water vapor becomes 
progressively lighter (Figure 14). However, individual rainfalls at any 
particular site can show widely scattered isotope compositions, with 
small showers commonly exhibiting the most divergent values (Gat, 
1971). 
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Figure 15. Changes in BD of water samples along a west-east transect 
from the Pacific Ocean to the northern Great Basin 
(Modified from Ingraham and Taylor. 1986). 
ture of precipitation. In arid regions, precipitation can show significant 
enrichment in the heavy isotopes from evaporation dUring falling (Gat, 
1971). However, the isotopic composition of snow does not shift due to 
evaporation during falling. This characteristic could aid in determining 
the isotopic compositions of recharge waters within the Kelly Creek Ba-
sin. 
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Once precipitation percolates into the ground, isotopic fraction-
ation generally ceases. Also, the isotope composition of circulating 
ground waters is virtually unchanged during its passage through the 
aquifer, by virtue of the large bulk of the water mass compared to that of 
the surface material with which it comes in contact, and the sluggish-
ness of the solid state reactions (Gat, 1971). This conservation of the 
isotope composition in ground waters generally holds true even for wa-
ters that are some tens of thousands ofyears old (Gat, 1971). Therefore, 
the atmospheric history of precipitation will be reflected in the isotopic 
signature of the ground water. 
Interpretation 
The relationship between SD and Sl8Q is often represented by the 
following equation: 
SD = BS18Q + 10 
referred to as the meteoric water line on a SD-Sl8Q plot. Craig (1961) 
studied the isotopic compositions of meteoric water, i.e. water of recent 
atmospheric origin, from around the world in formulating the above 
relationship. 
Under equilibrium conditions (i.e., when fractionation results only 
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from vapor pressure differences between the isotope species (Gat, 1971)}, 
cyclic changes in precipitation during evaporation and condensation 
maintain an isotopic composition that plots on a line with a slope of 8 
(the slope of the MWL). In arid climates of high temperature and low 
humidity, however, nonequilibrium conditions produce slopes in the 
vicinity of 6. At extremely high temperatures (70-90°C) or very low hu-
midity (<200h) the slope can be as low as three (Ellis and Mahon, 1977 in 
Ingraham, 1982) 
Dansgaard (1964) used d (deuterium excess parameter) to signify 
the surplus or lack of deuterium relative to the MWL. Changes in the d-
parameter are reflected by changes in the &>-intercept on a ao-au~o plot. 
Water that plots above the MWL has a positive d, and water that plots 
below the MWL has a negatived (Figure 16). Although equilibrium con-
ditions do not cause changes in the d parameter during evaporation or 
condensation •. non-equilibrium conditions cause significant fluctuations. 
Isotope compositions of partially evaporated waters are character-
ized not only by high 3 values, but also by their d values. Consider a 
water of the isotopic composition at A in Figure 16. A non-equilibrium 
evaporated water will plot on a line with a slope of less than 8, and will 
extend towards the negative d parameter side of the MWL (Figure 16). 
This characteristic is the basis for recognizing the contributions to 
ground-water systems from surface waters and precipitation that have 
been subjected to evaporation (Gat, 1971). If a condensate forms under 
non-equilibrium conditions, the slope of the resulting line will again be 
less than 8, but it will plot on the positive d parameter side of the MWL 
(Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. oD vs. ol8Q plot showing deuterium excess parameters in 
relation to the meteoric water line. 
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in isotopic composition from the MWL, such that a local meteoric water 
line (LMWL) is developed. This line represents the isotopic composition 
of meteoric water existing in a particular area. In semiarid and arid 
climates, precipitation and ground waters are very depleted in heavy 
isotopes, resulting in isotopic compositions that can significantly deviate 
from the MWL. The northern Great Basin climate produces waters that 
reflect this phenomenon. 
Increasing elevation and latitude generally produce lighter a values 
for D and 18Q in precipitation. These values also tend to become lighter 
inland from the coast and at lower temperatures (Figure 1 7). Therefore, 
precipitation in the winter at high elevations is depleted relative to pre-
cipitation in the summer at lower elevations. These characteristics result 
in recharge waters (high elevation) being isotopically depleted relative to 
waters falling in the valley proper. 
Tritium 
Tritium (3H or T) is a naturally occurring radioactive isotope of 
hydrogen with a half-life of approximately 12.4 years. Its natural pro-
duction results from cosmic ray interactions with nitrogen in the atmo-
sphere, but far greater amounts were produced anthropogenically by 
thermonuclear weapons testing between 1953 and 1963. The standard 
measurement of tritium is the tritium unit (TU) where 1 TU = one tritium 
atom per 1018 atoms of lH. 
The pre bomb level of tritium in precipitation was about 10 TU but 
this number is uncertain due to the sparsity of data prior to 1953 
(Drever, 1988). Kaufman and Ubby (1954) state that natural (prebomb) 
levels of tritium were about 0.5 TU for the surface ocean, and between 1 
Figure 17. Distribution of 8D and corresponding 8180 (in 
parentheses) in meteoric waters in North America 
(Modlfted from Sheppard and others, 1969). 
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and 20 TU for continental precipitation. These natural levels, however, 
were overwhelmed by the anthropogenic concentrations introduced as a 
result of thermonuclear weapons testing. This testing induced tritium, 
which combined with atmospheric 02 to form tritiated water vapor 
(1H3HQ or liTO), was easlly incorporated into precipitation (Philips and 
others, 1988). As a result, tritium concentrations in precipitation in-
creased two to three orders of magnitude (Michel, 1989), and surface 
ocean waters reached 50 TU (Koide and others, 1982 in Michel, 1989). 
Being a part of the water molecule, tritium rapidly entered the hydrologic 
cycle in quantities far exceeding previous levels. This 'bomb spike' pro-
vides the basis for tritium's use in ground-water studies. The tritium 
content of the output of a ground-water system depends on that of the 
input, and on the residence time and type of flow in the system (Pearson 
and Truesdell, 1978). Therefore, water that infiltrated into the ground-
water system during peak tritium periods exists as a marker for tracing 
flow and mixing patterns. Tritium is best used to study processes that 
occur on a timescale of 10 to 100 years (Michel, 1989). In cycles longer 
than this, the bomb transient factor will no longer be valid due to decay. 
Radiogenic Isotopes 
General 
Lead and strontium consist of both radiogenic and nonradiogenic 
isotopes. The ratios of radiogenic to nonradiogenic constituents have 
been used for a variety of geologic studies, most notably in the dating of 
rocks and minerals. Another valuable use relates to the fact that the 
minor and trace element isotopic signatures of waters are characteristic 
of the rocks with which they are in contact (Andreyev and others, 1967; 
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Fisher and Stueber, 1976). This tracer characteristic is the premise used 
in attempts to follow ground -water flow in regions where distinctive 
lithologies exist. 
There are three radiogenic isotopes of lead: 206Pb, 207Pb, and 
208Pb. The formation of each is related to the radioactive decay of 238U, 
235U, and 232Th, respectively. The reactions responsible for the decay 
are as follows: 
238U --> 206pb + SHe + 6B-
235U --> 207pb + 7He + 4B-
232Th --> 208pb + 6He + 4B-
where each helium nuclei consists of 2 protons and 2 neutrons and each 
B- represents beta decay of one electron. The nonradiogenic isotope of 
lead is 204Pb, and the corresponding ratios used in geologic studies are 
206pbj204Pb, 207Pbj204Pb, and 208Pbj204Pb. Because the heavier iso-
topes are produced by radioactive decay, they have increased in abun-
dance relative to the nonradiogenic and lighter 204pb throughout geologic 
time. 
Most work with lead is based on graphical comparisons of 
206Pbf204pb to 207Pbf204pb and 206pbj204pb to 208Pbf204Pb. These 
diagrams can illustrate trends of enrichment and depletion among 
samples. Isochrons are lines that connect samples of variable composi-
tion. The slope of the isochron dictates the age of the system with in-
creasing slopes indicating older ages. The geochron is the zero isochron 
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There is considerable variability in lead ratios within most geologic 
rock suites. Young mantle-derived volcanic rocks commonly plot to the 
right of the geochron on a 206Pbf204pb vs. 207Pbf204pb diagram. This 
indicates an enrichment in 206pb relative to 207Pb. High 207Pbf204Pb 
ratios generally indicate an older crustal igneous and metamorphic rock 
source. Old mid to lower crust can have a low U /Pb ratio but a high 
207pbf204pb ratio. Old upper crust has higher U/Pb ratios, and is gen-
erally enriched in 206Pb. This is because 235U decays to 207pb faster 
than 238U decays to 206Pb. 
206Pbf204pb ratios in aeolian materials generally range between 
18.6 and 18.8 over the U.S., with variations occurring based on geo-
graphic location. Igneous rock and limestone components raise the ratio 
to 19.0-19.5. Ratios greater than 19.5 need an old uranium-rich source 
rock. In many instances, this source is limestone. 
Strontium 
Strontium isotope systematics are based on the increases over time 
of 87Sr as a result of the beta decay of 87Rb. The reaction is as follows: 
87Rb --> 87Sr + a-
The nonradiogenic isotopes of strontium are 84Sr, 86Sr, and BBsr. Varia-
tions in the 87Srf86Sr ratio are used to study rocks and water. 
A brief synopsis of earth history will aid in the understanding of 
strontium ratios. It is a generally-accepted view that early in geologic 
time, the elements making up the earth differentiated, concentrating 
silicates of iron and magnesium in the upper mantle, and concentrating 
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silica, alumina, and alkali metals in the crust. Rubidium, a Group lA 
element of the Periodic Table and alkali metal, forms the large and singly 
charged Rb+ ion. It behaves similarly to K+ and is concentrated in silica-
rich magmas that are prevalent in the crust. Strontium however, is a 
Group IIA alkaline earth element of the Periodic Table that forms the 
doubly charged Sr2+ ion. Its chemical behavior resembles that of the 
Ca2+ ion and is, therefore, more prevalent than rubidium in the upper 
mantle. The 87Srj86Sr ratios then, should be higher in crustal material 
than in mantle-derived material. The 87Sr j86Sr ratio, therefore, can be 
used to discriminate magmas which originated by partial melting of mid 
to lower crust from magmas which originated by partial melting of the 
mantle or mantle-derived basalts in the lower crust. 
Typical 87Sr j86Sr ratios of mantle-derived material are obtained 
from oceanic basalts that have had little to no interaction with crustal 
material. These ratios generally fall between 0. 702 and 0. 706; the range 
indicating a source that is not homogeneous (Krauskopf, 1979). Conti-
nental crustal material and its weathering products, however, contain 
rocks with high Rb/Sr ratios resulting in 87Srj86Sr ratios that are com-
monly greater than 0.710. 
The isotopic composition of strontium is a reflection of the stron-
tium isotopic composition of the rocks with which the water has inter-
acted. This characteristic exists for both surface water and ground wa-
ter. Fisher and Stueber (1976) found that stream waters in Maryland 
and Pennsylvania which flow over a particular lithology reflect the 
87Sr j86Sr signature of that rock type. They were able to correlate 
87Sr j86Sr signatures of bedrock and stream waters throughout the 
Susquehanna River Basin. However, Chaudhuri and others (1987) mea-
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sured 87Sr j86Sr ratios of 0. 7225 in ground water in Kansas, unlike the 
carbonate rocks with which the water was in direct contact which had a 
87Sr j86Sr ratio of 0. 709. The high 87Sr j86Sr water ratio was found to 
reflect interaction of the ground water with Precambrian crystalline rocks 
upgradient that contained abundant alkali feldspar, and hence, abun-
dant rubidium and 87Sr. Evidently, the rock must be capable of provid-
ing strontium to the water. Weathered silicate minerals, especially clays, 
exchange readily with water, whereas exchange with limestone occurs via 
dissolution. 
CHAPTER VI 
ISOTOPE SAMPLE COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
Sample Collection 
Kelly Creek Basin water samples were collected on two of three 
visits to north -central Nevada. All collected waters were analyzed for the 
stable isotope of hydrogen. Limited samples were analyzed for the isoto-
pic composition of oxygen, strontium, lead, and tritium. On a February 
1991 visit, attempts were made to acquire snow samples at different 
elevations in order to determine isotopic signatures of recharge waters. 
This resulted in limited success, as there were unusually low amounts of 
snow accumulation. In fact, warmer than normal temperatures allowed 
for intermittent rain showers to occur. Well and drill hole samples were 
also collected in February with most sites coming from mining company 
properties. In June 1991, remaining ranch wells, and spring and stream 
samples were obtained. Spring and stream_samples were generally lo-
cated on the rising faces of the bordering mountain ranges. 
There was an attempt to collect samples from widely spaced loca-
tions so as to get even coverage throughout the basin. However, the 
sparsity of available sampling localities on the east side of the valley floor 
and in the Snowstorm Mountains caused coverage to be thinner in this 
area. Abundance of drill holes and access from mining roads allowed for 
denser sampling to take place in and adjacent to the Osgood Mountains. 





Figure 19. Photographs of sampling procedures. A.) Bailer used to 
acquire ground water samples in wells and drill holes. 
B.) Tripod used to filter samples via a peristaltic pump. 
Numerous drill holes and observation wells in this region result in the 
best sample coverage in the valley. 
A total of 37 samples were collected. Of these, eight were taken 
from wells, six from drill holes, 10 from springs, nine from streams, 
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three precipitation samples, and one from a water reservoir. Hydrogen 
isotopes were analyzed in all samples. Oxygen isotopes were measured 
in 11 samples, with four each coming from springs and drill holes, two 
from wells, and one stream sample. High costs for tritium analyses 
resulted in only three samples being processed, including one from each 
of the ranges and one from mid-basin. Strontium and lead samples were 
taken at 19 of the 37 sample sites, including springs, streams, wells, and 
drill holes. Strontium analyses were performed on all 19 of the samples, 
while only 12 samples were analyzed for the various lead ratios. 
Sampling Procedure 
General 
Samples were taken from drill holes, wells, streams, springs, and 
precipitation. For wells and drill holes, an electric probe was used to 
ensure water existed within the hole. If so, a 1 liter bailer was lowered to 
a depth of 50-100ft. below the top of the water column for sample acqui-
sition (Figure 19). This was done to avoid sampling water that had un-
dergone evaporative fractionation with the atmosphere. Since the bailer 
only holds 1 liter of water, and on numerous occasions it would not come 
up full, it was frequently necessary to lower it several times to obtain the 
needed quantity of sample. In many drill holes, desired sampling depths 
were not attainable due to the collapse of the hole below the water table. 
Wells, most notably at ranches, were commonly pumping so no bailer 
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was needed for sampling. 
At springs and streams, containers were submersed during filling 
and capped under water to minimize atmospheric influence. In many 
instances, flow at springs was so minimal or clogged by vegetation that 
sampling proved challenging. Often, conduits had to be constructed to 
enable flow from the ground orifice. Samples were taken as close to the 
orifice as possible and as quickly as possible to avoid evaporative frac-
tionation. 
Stable Isotopes 
Hydrogen and oxygen samples were syringed through a 0.45 mi-
cron filter into a 35 mi11i1iter (ml) glass bottle with a conical poly-seal cap. 
The filtering removed particulate and colloidal material from the sample. 
Approximately 10 ml of filtered sample water was used to rinse the bottle 
prior to filling and then discarded. The bottle was filled so that the me-
niscus stood just below the conical tip of the cap. As a precautionary 
measure, filling the bottle all the way to the top was avoided in case 
warming occurred that would cause expansion of the water and possible 
leaking. The bottle was held very steady and the cap was screwed on 
tightly. This eliminates turbulation prior to sealing, which keeps con-
tamination from atmospheric vapor to a minimum. 
Tritium 
Tritium samples were collected in one liter glass bottles with coni-
cal inserts in the caps. Plastic bottles can be used but they are not reli-
able when dealing with low-level analyses. Samples were filtered through 
0.1 micron filter paper located in a tripod stand using a peristaltic pump 
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(Figure 19). The pump is powered by a car battery using a cable hook 
up. Since flushing the sample bottle~ with argon (or nitrogen) prior to 
filling was not possible. rinsing was again achieved by using with a small 
amount of filtered sample. Bottles were filled in comparable fashion to 
that of the hydrogen and oxygen samples. 
Lead and Strontium 
A single sample was collected for both strontium and lead. The 
analysis requirement is that the water contains at least one microgram of 
strontium and 0.1 micrograms of lead. One liter. wide-mouthed, Nalgene 
containers were used for collection. These containers are permissible for 
lead and strontium because evaporative fractionation is not a concern 
with these elements. Samples were filtered with 0.1 micron filter paper 
in a tripod stand using a peristaltic pump as discussed for tritium 
samples. The filtering of lead and strontium samples is of utmost impor-
tance to insure that no particulate or colloidal material is present in the 
sample that would result in non-representative isotopic signatures. After 
filtration. samples were acidified to pH=2 using Ultrex nitric acid. Ultrex 
is an ultrapure acid that contains negligible trace constituents. By acidi-
fying the samples no precipitation or filming would develop during transit 
of the water. 
Precipitation Sampling 
Precipitation sampled in Kelly Creek Basin includes snow and rain. 
Snow samples were taken using a homemade coring device. It consists 
of two pieces of PVC pipe. each about 4 ft. long, with one fitting inside 
the other. The larger diameter piece was cored into the snow perpen-
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dicular to the ground in order to sample numerous snowfalls. The 
smaller diameter piece was corked at one end and used to force the snow 
from the wider pipe. The isotopic signature of the snow core is a mixture 
of several snowfall events. This should represent the signature of the 
recharge of the system at a particular elevation. 
The snow cores were placed in squeezable Nalgene containers and 
allowed to melt. As melting commenced, air was continually removed by 
squeezing the container. This was done indoors to minimize evaporative 
fractionation. Once the melting was complete, the samples were :filtered 
and placed in 35 ml glass bottles in the same manner discussed for 
stable isotopes. 
Due to logistical difficulties, no rain collector could be used to 
sample different storm events in the study area. Therefore, the only 
storm event sampled was a winter rain shower. A rain collector made 
from an ice chest was used to trap waters from a passing system. The 




The determination of D /H ratios was performed at the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey Isotope Lab in Denver, Colorado. The method used con-
verted water to H2 gas by forcing a reaction with zinc at 500°C. 
Samples were analyzed in a Finnigan mass spectrometer. Results are 
reported as ~DsMOW in o/oo where error is equal ± 1 o/oo. Replicate analyses 
were performed on approximately 10 percent of all samples in order to 
check precision. 
Sample preparation was done by the author and involved the fol-
lowing steps: 
1. Cut 1 I 5 inch diameter glass tubes into 9 inch segments. The 
tubes are cleaned by placing them in an oven at 500°C for 
approximately 12 hours. 
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2. One end of the glass tube is then melted closed and filled with 
about 0.125 grams of zinc. 
3. Prior to placing the zinc-filled glass into a vacuum, a small 
kink in the glass is placed 4 inches from the zinc-filled end. 
4. Six sample chambers are available in the vacuum system. All 
six valves are closed before placing each individual tube into 
position. The valves are then opened one by one to remove 
atmospheric gases. 
5. When pressure in the system has stabilized, each of the six 
slots are checked for leaks by closing all valves and opening 
each individually. If no leaks exist, no change will register 
on the pressure gage. 
6. Valves remain open as a heating apparatus is placed at the 
bottom (zinc filled ends) of the glass tubes. This forces any 
remaining water vapor out of the system. 
7. Liquid nitrogen is then poured into a six slot container that 
covers the zinc filled end of each of the glass tubes. 
8. Valves are then closed and 3 microliters of water sample is 
syringed into each chamber individually. The sample freezes 
at the liquid nitrogen level of the glass tube. Samples re-
main in liquid nitrogen for 11 minutes. Mter 10 minutes, 
any condensation below the valve is heated slightly to drive 
the sample into the tube. 
9. A torch is then used to close off and separate the portion of the 
tube containing the zinc and frozen water sample. The 
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Figure 20. Laboratory setup used for hydrogen isotope sample 
preparation. 
10. Once all six glass tubes are separated. they are placed in an 
oven at 500°C for 45 minutes. Heating drives the reaction 
between water and zinc to form hydrogen gas. 
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11. The H2 gas in each of the tubes is then analyzed in the mass 
spectrometer. The samples are placed in six isolated cham-
bers and each tube is broken at the kink. The gas is re-
leased, ionized, and collimated. The beam is deflected using 
an electromagnet with deflection radii dictating the isotopes 
measured in the ion detector cup. 
The lab facilities used for the above process are shown in Figure 20. 
The 180j16Q water ratios were prepared and analyzed by U.S. 
Geological Survey. WRD labs in Menlo Park. California. The technique 
involves the equilibration of C02 of known isotopic composition with a 
surplus of water sample. This method requires an exact fractionation 
value at a given temperature for C02 <-> H20. Aliquots of the C02 gas 
are analyzed in a mass spectrometer. Precision of the a1so determina-
tion is ± 0.1 o/oo. 
Tritium 
Water samples were analyzed for 3H by low-level gas proportional 
counters at The Tritium Laboratory at the University of Miami in Miami, 
Florida. A four step process including distillation. electrolytic enrich-
ment. gas preparation, and low-level counting was used. Analyses are 
calculated in picocuries per liter with a detection limit of 0.3 pci/L. 
Commonly. tritium is expressed in tritium units tTIJ) where 1 TU = 3.2 
pci/L. Conversions to TU have been made for tritium data in this study. 
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I..ead and Strontium 
Radiogenic isotopes are measured with best precision by solid-
source mass spectrometric techniques. The U.S. Geological Survey, 
WRD in Menlo Park performed all analyses. Minimum concentrations of 
1 microgram for strontium and 0.1 micrograms for lead are needed from 
each water sample. The following analysis description comes from Faure 
(1977). 
A salt of the desired element is made and placed in the mass spec-
trometer on filament (composed ofTa, Re, or W). The filament is heated 
to a temperature sufficient to ionize the element to be analyzed (Pb or Sr). 
The resulting ions are accelerated by an adjustable voltage and colli-
mated into a beam by means of suitably spaced slots. The beam enters a 
magnetic field generated by an electromagnet. The field deflects the ions 
into paths proportional to the masses of the isotopes, that is, the heavier 




Stable and radiogenic isotopic compositions were determined to 
assess the hydrogeologic conditions within the Kelly Creek Basin. 
Samples of precipitation, surface water, and ground water were used in 
constraining recharge areas, discharge areas. and flow paths of the 
ground water system. All reservoir, rain, snow, spring, and stream 
samples can be delineated by the suffixes RV. RN, SN. SP. and ST. re-
spectively, in their site names. Other site names represent drill holes or 
wells. The locations of all isotope samples are shown in Figure 21 with 
sampling dates and isotope values listed in Appendix B. 
Stable Isotopes 
Precipitation 
Precipitation was analyzed in an attempt to establish the isotopic 
composition of waters feeding the ground and surface water system 
within the basin. Logistical problems enabled the collection of only three 
precipitation samples from Kelly Creek Basin. Two were snow cores from 
the Snowstorm Mountains and one was a passing rain shower in mid-
valley, all of which were obtained in the winter. 
Sample RC91RN was collected at an elevation of 4,921 ft. and has 
a oD=-95o/oo. Samples RC91SN1 and RC91SN2 were obtained from 
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Figure 21. Isotope sample site locations with corresponding 
oDsMOW values. 
5,280 ft. and 6,070 ft., and have BD values of -107°/oo and -129o/oo, re-
spectively. Despite having only thre~ samples, a depletion in the BD 
values with increasing elevation is evident. The low elevation rain 
sample probably underwent fractionation during falling resulting in the 
heavy BD signature. Based on the BD of the snow samples, it seems 
likely that recharge waters from higher elevations will have an even 
lighter isotopic signature than the -1290/oo value of sample RC91SN2. 
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A distinct isotopic signature difference exists for waters entering 
the ground at different elevations. Table VI shows BD depletions in pre-
cipitation with increasing elevation in the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
based on a study by Friedman and Smith (1970). 
TABLE VI 
CHANGES IN BD OF PRECIPITATION WITH INCREASING 









If a 1 00/oo depletion for every 1, 000 ft. increase in elevation holds true for 
Kelly Creek Basin, the lightest recharging waters should have a BD of 
about -145o/oo. Of course, with the elevation increase, there is a corre-
sponding surface area decrease. Therefore, the amount of recharge with 
a signature as light as -145°/oo is small. Mixing of these waters with 
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recharge from lower elevations should produce the isotopic compositions 
of springs and basinal ground waters. 
Surface Water 
All surface water samples collected within Kelly Creek Basin are 
from streams. The ephemeral nature of the drainages resulted in most 
samples being taken in early summer while spring runoff was still sup-
plying water. The stream oD values ranged from -108o/oo to -121o/oo with 
a general enrichment occurring in a mid-basin direction. Chimney Res-
ervoir, five miles to the north of the basin divide, represents the only 
perennial surface water in the area; its oD value of -85o/oo reflects non-
equilibrium fractionation in this dry, high temperature environment. 
Refer to Table VII for OD values and elevations of all surface water 
samples. 
Streams are generally gaining in the mountains of Kelly Creek 
Basin, resulting in depleted ground waters contributing to the isotopic 
composition. The ground water is derived from snowmelt at higher eleva-
tions where isotope signatures are lighter. If ground water input to the 
stream is somewhat constant, isotopic compositions stay at consistent 
values. However, away from the range fronts, all streams in the basin 
become losing, and evaporation plays the major role in altering the isoto-
pic signature of the water. Larger drainages usually show less of an 
isotope shift from evaporation than small drainages. 
Three stream samples were taken along Kelly Creek. At all loca-
tions the stream was flowing on basin-fill alluvium. Sample site 
RC91Sf1, at 5,167 ft., is the most up gradient, and has the most de-
pleted oD at -1200/oo. Sample RC91Sf4 was taken approximately 8 miles 
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downstream from RC91ST1, and had a SD=-119o/oo. Six miles farther 
downstream sample RC91ST3 was obtained at 4,511 ft. and had a 
SD=-118o/oo. The slight enrichment of the stream water in a down gradi-
ent direction is probably a result of evaporation. As the lighter isotopes 
preferentially go into the vapor phase due to evaporation, heavier water is 
formed. However, given the precision of± 1 o/oo for deuterium analyses 
and the discrepancies in sampling times, these variations could lack 
significance. 
TABLE VII 
SURFACE WATER ISOTOPE DATA 
Sample SDsMo"W>Ioo Elevation (ft) Location 
RC91ST1 -120 5,167 Kelly Creek 
RC91ST2 -108 4,954 Jake Creek 
RC91ST3 -118 4,511 Kelly Creek 
RC91ST4 -119 4,675 Kelly Creek 
RC91ST5 -119 5,577 Osgood Creek 
RC91ST6 -118 6,398 Osgood Creek 
RC91ST7 -121 5,905 Julian Creek 
RC91STB -113 4,921 Osgood Creek 
RC91ST9 -117 6,234 Summer Camp Cr. 
RC91RV -85 4,593 Chimney Reservoir 
Osgood Creek, like Kelly Creek, was sampled at three locations. In 
a down gradient direction, its SD values are -118o/oo, -11 go;oo, and -113o/oo 
for sample sites RC91ST6, RC91ST5, and RC91STB, respectively. 
Sample sites RC91ST6 and RC91ST5 are located one mile apart, and are 
both within the mountains. The slight depletion that has occurred could 
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be due to light signature springs discharging into the creek below sample 
site RC91ST6. However, the 1o/oo difference is within the +1o/oo precision 
for the analytical technique. By sample site RC91ST8, a significant 
reduction in flow had occurred and ro rose to -113o/oo. Within 1.5 miles 
from sample site RC91ST5, a 6o/oo enrichment had taken place. This is 
considerably more than the 2o/oo enrichment that occurred over a 15 mile 
stretch along Kelly Creek. The size difference between the two creeks 
appears to be the main reason for this phenomenon. Kelly Creek is 
7-10 ft. wide with water depths of 1 + ft., while Osgood Creek is closer to 
2 ft. wide with less than 4 inches of depth in most places. Another con-
sideration is that most of the fractionation of Osgood Creek water occurs 
away from the mountain front. Vegetation cover in the Osgood Creek 
canyon could be playing a role in lessening fractionation in the upper 
reaches of the drainage. The loss of trees and shade between RC91ST5 
and RC91ST8 allows for higher temperatures and probably contributes 
to the increased fractionation. The lack of trees along Kelly Creek does 
not effect the isotopic composition because a significant part of its dis-
charge seemingly results from ground water inflow within this reach of 
the drainage. 
The lightest stream water in the basin came from the headwaters 
of Julian Creek (RC91ST7). The sample was taken at 5,905 ft., and had 
a oD=-121 o/oo. Flow in the drainage was swift, but within 1.5 miles of the 
sample site, all water had infiltrated and/ or evaporated. Turbulence 
associated with the steep gradient conditions lends itself to greater frac-
tionation, but in this environment, the lower temperatures and vegeta-
tion cover at higher elevations play a more important role in reducing 
evaporative fractionation. 
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Samples RC9 1ST9 and RC9 1ST6 were taken at 6,234 ft. and 
6,398 ft., respectively. Although sampled at higher elevations, both were 
taken along moderate gradient stretches with limited shielding from 
vegetation. This could enable greater evaporation along these parts of 
the drainages, and create the enriched oD values. Summer Camp Creek 
(sample RC9 1ST9) had minor flow and a oD=-117o/oo, while Osgood Creek 
(sample RC91ST6) had a oD=-118%o. 
Sample sites RC91ST2 and RC91RV are the most enriched surface 
water samples taken from the basinal region. The OD=-85 for sample site· 
RC9 1RV indicates that the standing water in this environment is sub-
jected to significant enrichment from evaporation under non-equilibrium 
conditions. This is also shown in Figure 23, which illustrates that Kelly 
Creek Basin waters plot on the -d parameter side of the LMWL and the 
MWL. Sample site RC91ST2 is located along a low to moderate gradient 
stretch of Jake Creek with no vegetation and has a oD=-108%o. The 
larger size of Jake Creek (5-10ft. wide and approximately 1ft. deep) 
should enable it to maintain more of its recharge isotopic signature. 
However, the fact that it flows directly on basaltic bedrock is apparently 
affecting its isotopic composition: the dark color of the basalt may cause 
higher temperatures, thereby leading to increased evaporation and isoto-
pic fractionation. 
Ground Water 
Twenty-four ground water samples, consisting of 10 springs (desig-
nated by 'SP' suffix), eight wells, and six drill holes, were taken in Kelly 
Creek Basin. Isotopic compositions are generally lighter than those of 
surface water samples, owing to less evaporation to the atmosphere. 
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Springs in the vicinity of stream samples tend to have similar, but 
slightly depleted oD values. The lightest ground waters come from deep 
wells and drill holes in mid-basin with olB0=-17 .4o/oo and oD=-136o/oo, 
while the most enriched come from short flow path springs with 
olS0=-15.4 and oD=-118o/oo (Figure 21, Table VIII). 
TABLE VIII 
GROUND WATER STABLE ISOTOPE DATA 
Sample oDsMow'>/oo o180sMow'>/oo 





DE-6 -127 -15.4 
DE-36 -133 
MURD-5 -126 -16.3 
OWl -130 
OW4 (150') -128 
OW4 (300') -128 
RC915Pl -122 -15.6 
RC91SP2 -124 
RC91SP3 -125 -15.1 
RC91SP4 -126 
RC91SP5 -120 




RC91SP10 -127 -16.1 
SEE-161 -136 -17.0 
SEE-630 -128 
SEE-647 -128 -16.3 
91-124 -130 -16.1 
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Springs from the Snowstorm Mountains have oD values that range from -
122o/oo to -126o/oo and olSQ values th~t range from -15.1 o/oo to 
-15.6o/oo. Sample sites RC91SP1 and RC91SP2 are located adjacent to 
Kelly Creek at 5,627 ft. and 5,577 ft., respectively. A snow core approxi-
mately 500ft. up slope from site RC91SP1 had a oD=-129o/oo, yet the 
spring had a oD=-122o/oo. The difference in values could result from 
fractionation of shallow subsurface flow between the recharge area(s) and 
the spring. Another possibility could be fractionation during sampling 
because of the time expenditure required for sampling minimal discharge 
springs. Sample sites RC91SP3 and RC91SP4 are the two lowest eleva-
tion springs sampled in the basin at 5,413 ft. and 5,167 ft., respectively; 
however, their oD values of -124o/oo and -125o/oo are two of the most de-
pleted. Perhaps the low elevation discharge point represents deeper flow 
path water from higher elevation recharge. 
Osgood Mountain springs are all at higher elevations than those 
sampled in the Snowstorm Mountains. The two springs sampled in close 
proximity to stream drainages have isotopic signatures markedly similar 
to the stream water. Sample sites RC91SP6 and RC91SP7 were obtained 
within 400ft. of sample sites RC91ST6 and RC91ST9, respectively. In 
neither location, however, was the spring water the source of the stream 
water. Sample RC91SP6 was taken adjacent to stream sample RC91ST6 
and both oD values are -118o/oo. A similar source for both waters appears 
likely. The fact that the ground water and surface water have such com-
parable signatures could mean one of two things: 1.) that sufficient 
ground water is replenishing the stream to minimize the rates of evapora-
tive fractionation, or 2.) evaporative fractionation is affecting both waters 
at the same rate. The latter hypothesis would indicate very shallow flow 
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paths for water emanating from the spring. A close proximity to the 
surface would allow similar evaporative fractionation effects to exist for 
the spring and the stream. Sample site RC91SP7 is down gradient from 
stream sample RC91Sf9. The spring is depleted by only 1o/oo relative to 
the stream. The stream is likely infiltrating and mixing with ground 
water causing a an enrichment in the spring water. Since the spring 
discharges at 6.152 ft .• a an value more depleted than -118o/oo would be 
expected based on Table VI. 
Sample site RC91SP5 is located within a stream drainage of fairly 
steep gradient. The steplike nature of the stream creates abundant 
turbulation of the water as it travels down slope. At the sampling area 
there are a series of springs. and the orifice of any one is difficult to 
pinpoint. The water seems to infiltrate and discharge repeatedly along 
the course of flow. lllghly permeable gravel from weathered granodiorite 
enable this situation. Delta D values of -1200/oo probably result from 
fractionation due to water turbulation. The water could potentially be 
even more enriched but abundant vegetation cover has a regulating effect 
on temperature and evaporation. 
Sample sites RC91SP8 and RC91SP9 are located approximately 
600ft. away from each other. and have less than 100ft. of vertical eleva-
tion change between them. They were sampled to test if springs in close 
proximity to one another maintain similar flow paths. and hence. similar 
isotopic compositions. In this case. similar flow and mixing histories 
appear likely since both springs have an=-123o/oo. 
The northernmost Osgood Mountain spring sample. RC91SP10. 
had the lightest an at -128o/oo. A pipe exiting the ground with a match 
stick trickle of water represented the sampling location. A high elevation 
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recharge must be contributing to this spring since it is one of the lightest 
waters within the basin. Isotopically simllar waters are present in wells 
from mid-basin, but seemingly result from longer travel along deeper flow 
paths. If sample RC91SP10 is of a comparable age to deep mid-basin 
waters and has a subsurface flow pattern representative of deep mid-
basin waters, a structural conduit originating at depth must be providing 
the path that enables discharge at this higher elevation. 
Wells and drill holes show isotopic changes in an that reflect the 
depth of the hole (Figure 22). Holes that penetrate to greater depths have 
consistently lighter isotopic signatures than shallower holes. Deep flow 
paths apparently contain more high elevation recharge that is not af-
fected by mixing with enriched shallower water systems. 
Sample sites BAC-4, BAC-5, BAC-8, BAC-9, and MURD-5 are all 
shallow ranch wells and all have an values between -1200/oo and -126%o. 
Site BAC-4 is within 30 ft. of Kelly Creek and has aD=-123%o. Permeable 
gravel provides hydrologic communication between the creek and the 
ground water, with the elevation of the well water and the stream stage 
being the same. A 3%o an enrichment of the creek water relative to the 
ground water signifies less evaporative fractionation of shallow ground 
water than of Kelly Creek water. 
At ranch well BAC-8, next to Jake Creek, stream water is recharg-
ing the alluvium creating aD=-1200/oo. Jake Creek is a gaining stream 
upgradient from the well meaning that ground water and fractionated 
surface water contribute to the isotopic signature of well BAC-8. The 
depth of the well is not sufficient to reach deeper flow paths from higher 
elevation recharge zones. This scenario also holds true for site BAC-9 
with aD=-122o/oo. The aD value is very close to the aD=-121 o/oo from a 
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stream sample in Julian Creek that was taken up gradient. The fraction-
ated creek water mixing with lower elevation recharge make up the isoto-
pic composition of site BAC-9 well water. 
Sample site MURD-5, and to a lesser extent site BAC-5, tap water 
in permeable gravel within alluvial fan deposits of weathered Osgood 
Mountains material. At site MURD-5 the well is supposedly drilled to 
500ft. and is screened at various intervals. Water is therefore a mixture 
of various elevation recharge zones as well as a mixture of different aged 
waters. This explains the relatively enriched nature of the sample with 
(BD=-126o/oo) compared to the other well in the basin that has a depth 
exceeding 500ft. (BAC-6). Well BAC-5 penetrates only 60ft. of alluvium 
and extracts water from much finer grained material than site MURD-5. 
Its location adjacent to, and subsequent influence from Kelly Creek 
(within 600 ft.) contributes to the isotopic signature of BD=-125o/oo. En-
riched stream water is infiltrating and mixing with ground water of 
lighter isotopic composition. 
Most of the remaining sites are located in the vicinity of the Rabbit 
Creek and Chimney Creek gold deposits of Santa Fe Pacific Mining, Inc. 
and Gold Field's Mining, respectively. Within an eight site cluster, 
SEE-161 had the most depleted BD and B18Q at -136o/oo and -17.00/oo, 
respectively. Sample locations are all unpurged observation wells or drill 
holes, making fractionation a viable problem. To account for this, 
samples were taken at least 50 ft. below the water-level surface whenever 
possible. Sampling from these depths greatly minimizes atmospheric 
fractionation. 
At sites SEE-630 and SEE-64 7 the drill holes collapsed less than 
25 ft. from the top of the water column. Samples obtained had a 
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oD=-128o/oo, and fractionation could not be discounted. However, at 
observation well OW4, two samples were taken at different depths to test 
fractionation vertically down the water column. One sample was taken 
at 80 ft. below the water table and the other was taken 230 ft. below the 
water table. The oD values of both were -128o/oo. The lack of change in 
oD down the well bore is a good indication that significant depths to 
water mitigate the effects of evaporative fractionation. 
Sites SEE-630, SEE-647, and OW4, as well as DE-6 (oD=-127o/oo), 
are all located very close to stream drainages. The extreme depths to 
water and dry climate hinder water movement through the unsaturated 
zone in its attempt to reach the water table. It is possible that some 
isotopically enriched infiltration from stream runoff is making its way 
down and mixing with ground water. The likeliness of that happening, 
however, is low, unless there was rapid recharge from water movement 
directly down a bore hole or a fracture. Drill holes penetrate zones of 
differing isotopic signatures based on depths; greater depths usually 
result in more depleted oD values (Figure 22). Depending on which zones 
are breached, mixing will result in changing the drill hole water isotopic 
composition. The lightest signatures will undoubtedly come from the 
holes penetrating the deepest flow systems. Mixing within a bore hole 
could produce the slight scatter in oD values within this area. 
Depth to water is playing a role in establishing the isotopic signa-
ture of basinal waters. Figure 22 illustrates that with increasing depth 
to water in drill holes and wells within the basin-fill alluvium, oD be-
comes more and more depleted. Sample sites DE-6 and MURD-5 are the 
only sites to show deviation from this pattern. Site DE-6 has likely un-
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various depths which represents a mixture of zones with differing isotope 
compositions. 
Sites SEE-161, OWl, DE-36, 91-124, and DE-6 are the only 
samples from the mining area with a predominant ground-water flow 
component coming from the western side of the basin. H sample DE-6 is 
discounted, they also represent the lightest ~D values at -136o/oo, 1300/oo, 
-133o/oo, and -1300/oo, respectively. Since three of these are exploration 
drill holes, and the mineralized target depth for each is probably similar, 
it is possible that they are all penetrating zones of comparable depths. 
The most down gradient sample in the study area came from site 
BAC-6 at Hot Springs Ranch. The well tapped a confined aquifer at a 
depth exceeding 500 ft. Within the ranch boundary are numerous small 
hot springs, although none were flowing during the sampling times of 
this project. The relationship of these springs to the hydrology of the 
basin is not known, but they must originate at considerable depth. The 
artesian water ~D=-136%o. The recharge for a water of this isotopic 
signature in a present-day climate must come from above 7,000 ft. in the 
surrounding mountains. A comparison of the sample location to the flow 
net in Figure 13 indicates a dominant water supply from the east. This 
indicates a very long and deep flow path with an origin in the Snowstorm 
Mountains. 
Deep samples from mid-valley are the most depleted in the Kelly 
Creek Basin. Flow systems originating at high elevations appear to be 
supplying water to deep-seated confined aquifers. However, given the 
length of time (in some cases m1llennia) it can take for water to travel 
from recharge areas to discharge areas in this environment, it is possible 
that the more depleted, deep alluvial aquifers contain water that infil-
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trated at a time period when cllmatic conditions were different than at 
present. Springs within the mountains represent short flow path ground 
water dominated by lower elevation recharge. The length of time for 
spring water subsurface travel does not appear to indicate different cli-
matic conditions existed at the time of their recharge. Spring water 
isotopic compositions are also affected by mixing with streams and/ or 
evaporative fractionation. 
oD-oiso Plot 
Climatic conditions in northern Nevada warrant the use of a 
LMWL. Jacobson and others (1983) developed a LMWL based on 34 
snow cores and eight rain samples from Dixie Valley, approximately 100 
miles SSW of Kelly Creek Basin. Their LMWL, and the MWL of Craig 
(1961) are shown in Figure 23 in relation to Kelly Creek Basin water 
samples. The MWL and LMWL are: 
on = s.sa1so - 2s (LMWL) 
on = sa1so + 1 o (MWL) 
All Kelly Creek samples analyzed for o180 and oD plot on the -d-param-
eter side of the LMWL and the MWL. This indicates that evaporation 
under non-equilibrium conditions at elevated temperatures produced 
these isotopic signatures. The data appears to trend parallel to the MWL. 
It could be that sample sites SEE-161 and RC91ST8 bias the cluster, or 
that there exists a mixing/ evaporation trend. Samples with more de-
pleted oD values are deep basinal waters. It is not believed that these 
samples have undergone significant, if any, enrichment due to evapora-
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Figure 23. oD vs. ol8Q plot showing Kelly Creek Basin waters in 
relation to the global MWL and a LMWL. 
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sample has undoubtedly undergone some degree of evaporative fraction-
ation. It is possible that the springs and shallower wells represent mix-
ing between the relatively depleted deep basinal waters and the relatively 
enriched surface water. A mixing line could be drawn between site 
RC91 ST8 and site SEE-161. It seems that the isotopic composition of 
waters within the Kelly Creek Basin are affected by a combination of 
mixing and evaporative fractionation. 
Tritium 
Tritium samples were analyzed from three sites within the Kelly 
Creek Basin. Sample RC91SP8, in the Osgood Mountains, registered the 
highest level of tritium at 30 TU. The lowest level of 1 TU was obtained 
from site 91-124 in the northern part of the mid -valley region. Sample 
RC91SP3, from a low elevation spring in the Snowstorm Mountains, had 
TU=2. 
The high tritium content in the waters of site RC91 SP8 results 
from a short residence time in the subsurface. The relatively high eleva-
tion at the sampling site of 6,398 ft. indicates that the water probably did 
not travel a great distance between recharge and discharge. Recharge 
could not have occurred above 7,000 ft. because BD=-123o/oo (Table VI). 
The fact that deuterium is enriched and tritium is high signals a short 
residence time for a ground water that was recharged at relatively low 
elevations. 
Sample RC91SP3 was taken at an elevation of 5,313 ft. The low 
elevation discharge point, and a BD=-125o/oo provide the possibility of a 
longer residence time in the subsurface. The TU value of 2 indicates a 
ground water that is older than the transient nature of tritium. 
Site 91-124 is a borehole in the valley that penetrates bedrock 
underlying the basin-fill alluvium. Its low BD (-1300/oo) and B18Q 
(-16.1%o) indicate recharge from high elevations in the adjacent moun-
tains or recharge under different climatic conditions. A long flow path 
and hence, long residence time, lead to a TU = 1. 
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Waters with long residence times (>100 years) have low tritium 
concentrations. Basin and range hydrologic systems typically take hun-
dreds or thousands of years for water to travel from recharge areas to 
discharge areas. Within this time period, infiltrated bomb induced triti-
ated precipitation will decay. Therefore, unless samples are taken along 
a short flow path, commonly a high elevation spring, tritium's usefulness 
in this type of environment is limited. 
Radiogenic Isotopes 
Lead signatures of water samples are variable within Kelly Creek 
Basin. A tendency towards more radiogenic ratios exists in a N-NE direc-
tion. Values of 206Pbf204pb range from 18.632 to 20.090. Highest ra-
tios probably reflect interaction with limestone and/ or old igneous or 
metamorphic units, while lower numbers are probably related to young 
igneous sources or atmospheric deposition. Young igneous rocks in this 
region have 206Pb/204Pb ratios that range between 19.0 and 19.5, while 
U.S. aeolian 206Pbf204pb ratios are commonly less than 19.0 (T. Bullen, 
1990). Lead sample localities are shown in Figure 24. 
The sample cluster in the north-central part of the basin has par-
ticularly high lead isotopic ratios. Exploration wells and drill holes pen-
etrate altered volcanics and metasedimentary rocks beneath the valley 
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Figure 24. Lead isotope sample locations as related to Kelly 
Creek Basin geology. 
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fill. Paleozoic limestone units are believed responsible for the elevated 
206Pb/204pb ratios of20.090 and 20.043 in drill holes SEE-161 and 
SEE-647, respectively. The Etchart limestone is present in the vicinity 
of site SEE-161, and altered or silicified limestone is believed to have 
been penetrated in borehole SEE-64 7. 
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Observation wells OWl and OW4 have slightly lower ratios than 
SEE boreholes. Interestingly, the observation wells do not achieve the 
depths of the drill holes, and their lead signatures are less radiogenic. 
They are not influenced as much by the Paleozoic limestone because they 
are primarily in contact with valley-fill alluvium. The 19.588 value of 
OW4 is an average of two samples. The first sample was taken at a 
depth of 150ft. (80ft. below water table), and the second sample was 
taken at a depth of 300ft. (230ft. below water table). The 206pbf204pb 
ratios for each depth are 19.382 and 19.793, respectively. The vertical 
increase in the ratio down the well reflects proximity to the higher 
206Pbf204pb limestone within the underlying bedrock. The shallower 
water sample, influenced more by the valley-fill alluvium, contained a 
significantly lower lead 206Pbf204pb ratio. 
Site OWl is used to monitor drawdown next to the Rabbit Creek 
pit. The 206pbf204pb ratio of 19.614 indicates a mixture of shallow, 
alluvium derived lead, with deeper, limestone influenced lead. This re-
sults from dewatering activities at the mine. Despite the observation well 
being deep and in contact with more radiogenic lead in the bedrock, 
induced flow consisting of less radiogenic lead from contact with the 
alluvium is being drawn towards the cone of depression surrounding the 
pit. 
Site DE-6 is located west of the previous samples on the rising 
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slope of the Dry Hills. The 206Pbf204pb ratio of 19.814 indicates that the 
water is in contact with old uranium-rich bedrock, again believed to be 
Paleozoic limestone units, possibly the Etchart Umestone. The reason 
that the Etchart Umestone is believed to influence the lead ratio of many 
of the drill holes is that it hosts mineralization within the Chimney Creek 
deposit of Gold Field's Mining. Therefore, it would seem to be a target 
unit during many drilling operations in the northern part of the basin. 
Samples from the south and southwest part of the study area 
contain less radiogenic lead. Their proximity to the Osgood Mountain 
Stock could be a factor. Site RC91SP5 is located on the contact between 
the granodiorite stock to the west, and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks to 
the east. The stock is up gradient and presumably represents the host 
within which the spring water had been travelling. The 206pbj204pb and 
208pbj204pb ratios, 19.034 and 38.636, respectively, are considerably 
lower than the ratios of the five samples collected near the mining area. 
Sites BAC-9 and MURD-5 are ranch wells from the area near site 
RC91SP5. Site BAC-9 is a relatively shallow well on the rising eastern 
face of the Osgood Mountains. The Preble Formation, which crops out to 
the west, consists of shale and quartzite with minor limestone. Farther 
up gradient is the granodiorite stock. The 206Pbf204pb ratio of 19.321 
for BAC-9 may reflect flow through both rock suites. Site MURD-5 taps 
water flowing through granodiorite-derived gravel within the valley-fill 
alluvium. 206pbj204pb of 18.905 could reflect the Cretaceous granodior-
ite, or may be influenced by atmospheric lead signatures in the alluvium. 
These commonly range between 18.6 and 18.8, but it can vary depending 
on local sources. 
The remaining sample sites are all located on the eastern side of 
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the basin. Three are in the Snowstorm Mountains, and one is two miles 
east of the Rabbit Creek deposit adja~ent to Kelly Creek. Sample site 
RC91SP1 is a spring in Kelly Creek canyon located at approximately 
5,577 ft. It has 206Pbf204pb and 208pbj204pb lead ratios of 19.860 and 
39.083, respectively. Erosional windows of Paleozoic sedimentary pack-
ages are known to exist in the Snowstorm Mountains, but the only rock 
types mapped in the vicinity of the sampling site are Tertiary rhyolitic 
and dacitic volcanics. These units would not be expected to be quite so 
radiogenic. The spring water must have picked up the more radiogenic 
signature during subsurface contact with a uranium rich source rock. 
Delta D and aiBQ, however, are not significantly depleted to indicate a 
high elevation recharge area, and hence, a deeper flow path. Therefore, 
the lead signature of the water must have been obtained from contact 
with rocks of shallow depth located relatively close to the sampling loca-
tion. 
Site BAC-8 has a 206pbj204pb ratio of 19.689. It is a ranch well 
that taps water from the floodplain of Jake Creek. The high ratio is not 
typical of a water in contact with Tertiary rhyolitic and basaltic rock 
derived alluvium. Something is elevating the ratio compared to the 19.0 
to 19.5 values expected from most igneous rocks. Contact with sedimen-
tary units is possible, but the drainage basin of Jake Creek is too large to 
enable confirmation. It should be noted, however, that Valmy Formation 
outcrops of chert and siliceous shale are present in this area, and could 
be elevating the lead signature of the water. 
The lowest lead isotopic ratios are from site RC91SP3. This spring, 
on the western face of the Snowstorm Mountains, has 206pbj204pb and 
208pbj204pb values of 18.632 and 38.330, respectively. Atmospheric 
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lead trapped on the mountain face by westerly winds is believed to be, at 
least in part, responsible. However, Valmy Formation crops out within 
100 ft. of the spring which would seemingly elevate the lead isotopic 
ratios. 
Overall, the lead isotopic ratios of the Snowstorm Mountains are 
not easy to explain. But, the ratios appear to indicate that ground water 
is coming in contact with deeper, older rocks. The young volcanic rocks 
are likely covering rocks that have a more radiogenic lead signature. 
This indicates that the lead isotopic ratio of ground water is not being 
influenced to a large degree by the Tertiary volcanics. This could result 
from relatively rapid flow through the volcanics and longer residence 
times in the underlying older rocks. 
Site BAC-4 is a livestock well next to Kelly Creek. It contains a 
lead signature (206pbj204Pb=19.404) that appears to reflect a mixture of 
high ratio waters from the Snowstorm Mountains and lower ratio waters 
in contact with valley-fill alluvium. Depth to ground water is very shal-
low (<10ft.) because of the well's proximity to Kelly Creek. Shallow water 
depths allow greater contact with alluvium. Alluvium composition at this 
site is indicative of rocks from both ranges. It is in many ways similar to 
OW4 (150'); the alluvial composition consists of a fairly even mixture of 
high and low ratio material which acts to produce an 'intermediate' lead 
isotopic ratio. 
Table IX lists lead ratios and sample numbers used in the con-
struction of Figure 25. From these plots it is evident that samples with 
more radiogenic lead (higher lead ratios) come from the Snowstorm 
Mountains and the mining area. Numbers 2,5, 7,8, 11, 12, and 13 are all 
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Figure 25. Plot of 207Pbf204pb and 208Pbf204pb vs. 206pbj204Pb. 
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ratio, or more radiogenic direction on the graphs (Figure 25). Samples in 
the valley-fill alluvium are affected by the rock compositions from each of 
the bordering ranges. This results in numbers 1 ,3, and 6 plotting in the 
middle of the data cluster. Numbers 4 and 10 are likely influenced by 
TABLE IX 
LEAD RATIOS FROM KELLY CREEK BASIN 
Number Sample 206Pbf204pb 207pbf204pb 208Pbf204pb 
1 BAC-4 19.404 15.707 38.769 
2 BAC-8 19.689 15.720 38.936 
3 BAC-9 19.321 15.704 38.726 
4 MURD-5 18.905 15.656 38.446 
5 OWl 19.614 15.728 38.886 
6 OW4 (150') 19.382 15.686 38.720 
7 OW4 (300') 19.793 15.740 39.048 
8 RC91SP1 19.860 15.746 39.083 
9 RC91SP3 18.632 15.610 38.330 
10 RC91SP5 19.034 15.680 38.636 
11 SEE-161 20.090 15.781 39.257 
12 SEE-647 20.043 15.759 39.153 
13 DE-6 19.814 15.746 39.027 
the granodiorite, and lie at the lower ratio end of the plots. Number 9 is 
the only sample that does not follow the N-NE trending radiogenic in-
crease pattern. A possible explanation is that the influence of atmo-
spheric lead has caused it to plot as the least radiogenic sample despite 
coming from the northeast part of the basin. 
The data clusters on Figure 25 could be interpreted as mixing 
arrays. The most radiogenic waters are influenced by Paleozoic lime-
stone units, and the least radiogenic waters (discounting number 9) are 
influenced most by the granodiorite. Alluvium derived from both, or 
water that has been in contact with both, plots in between. 
Strontium 
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As with the lead, changes in geology dictate fluctuations in 
87Srf86Sr ratios in waters of Kelly Creek Basin (Figure 26). Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks produce waters with 87Sr f86Sr values that are greater 
than 0.710, while rhyolite, basalt and granodiorite are generally 0.708 or 
less. The water signatures are more representative of particular rock 
types in the mountains than in the valley-flll alluvium. The valley-flll 
contains weathered material from all lithologies, and hence, has interme-
diate ratios. 
The highest and lowest 87Sr f86Sr ratios come from the Osgood 
Mountains. Site BAC-9 is a relatively shallow well that penetrates the 
Preble Formation, and possibly the Comus Formation, on the eastern 
face of the range. The Preble Formation is an interbedded limestone and 
shale with a few quartzite beds, while the Comus Formation is an alter-
nating sequence of dolomite, limestone, and shale. These rocks produce 
waters with the highest 87Srf86Sr ratios of any in the basin at 0. 7123. 
In close proximity to site BAC-9, spring sample RC91SP6 exits the 
ground just down gradient from the Preble Formation in Osgood Creek 
canyon. Its 87Srf86Sr ratio is 0.7113. The Preble Formation is undoubt-
edly playing a role in elevating the 87Sr fB6Sr signature of waters that 
come into contact with it. 
Sites RC91SP5 and RC91SP8 are springs located within two miles 
to the south and north of the previously mentioned samples. They both 
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Figure 26. Strontium isotope sample locations as related to Kelly 
Creek Basin geology. 
represent waters flowing through fractures in the Osgood Mountain 
Stock. The stock is a relatively young (TK) granodiorite body locally cut 
by aplite dikes. The 0. 7077 and 0. 7071 strontium ratios are distinctly 
lower than the nearby Preble Formation waters. 
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Six samples were obtained from the mining area in the north-
central part of the basin. Strontium signatures range between 0. 7084 
and 0.7098. The lowest ratio is from site DE-6 near the Dry Hills. Its 
value represents a significant influence from the valley-fill alluvium in 
acquiring the low 87Sr jB6Sr signature. Perhaps the borehole does not 
achieve the depths to enable contact with Paleozoic sedimentary rocks, or 
drill hole collapse has hindered good hydrologic communication with the 
underlying bedrock. 
Sites SEE-161, SEE-647, and OWl have 87Srj86Sr ratios of 
0. 7098. 0. 7096. and 0. 7096, respectively. The fact that all of these val-
ues are close. and all of the sites are within a mlle and a half of one 
another. indicates that simllar units are affecting the waters in each of 
the boreholes. The alluvial influence that appeared in site DE-6is not as 
strong in these holes. Their greater depth allows for more of an influence 
from Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. As with lead samples. these ratios are 
likely affected by limestone units. 
Observation well OW 4 was sampled at two different depths below 
the water table. Lead ratios showed a noticeable change to higher values 
with increasing depth. This seems to indicate that proximity to bedrock 
was accompanied by a more radiogenic isotopic signature in the ground 
water. The strontium ratios at the two depths. however. were identical at 
0. 7089. The 87Sr jB6Sr signature difference between the bedrock and the 
basin-fill alluvium must not be significant enough at this location to 
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allow vertical compositional changes within the well. 
Sites RC91SP1, BAC-4, AND RC91ST4 all correspond to waters 
originating in the upper Kelly Creek drainage basin. This area consists 
of basaltic and rhyolitic volcanic rocks, with the 87Srf86Sr ratios reflect-
ing the young igneous nature of the geology. The ratios are 0. 7075, 
0. 7077, and 0. 7076, respectively. Based on the simllarities of the ratios 
it does not appear to matter that the samples represent ground and 
surface water, as long as they contact a particular rock type. Spring 
RC91SP1 is in direct subsurface contact with volcanic rocks and, based 
on the lead isotopes, possibly high uranium limestone, while well BAC-4 
and stream RC91ST4 are both influenced by volcanic derived alluvium 
on the Kelly Creek floodplain. 
Jake Creek flows directly on basaltic bedrock in the vicinity of 
sample RC91ST2. The basalt probably has a strontium isotopic signa-
ture that is near the 0.7073 signature of the stream water. Ranch well 
BAC-8 is located up gradient from RC91ST2, and has a 87Srf86Sr value. 
of 0. 7079. The slightly elevated ratio indicates interaction with alluvium, 
some of which is likely to be weathered sedimentary rocks from erosional 
windows within the drainage basin. 
Spring sites RC91SP3 and RC91SP4 are the only water samples 
from the Snowstorm Mountains that have strontium ratios that exceed 
0. 7080. They are also the only samples located near sedimentary ero-
sional windows that are exposed through the volcanic sequence. The 
Valmy Formation, consisting of chert and siliceous shale, crops out at 
both localities. Ground-water flow through this sedimentary package is 
undoubtedly elevating the strontium values to the 0. 7085 and 0. 7086 
levels of the springs. 
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Site MURD-5, BAC-5, and BAC-6 represent ground waters located 
in the valley-fill alluvium in the sou~em parts of the basin. Site MURD-
5 has a 87Sr fBSSr ratio of 0. 7092. The well taps zones of granodiorite 
gravels that have been weathered from the Osgood Mountains. The 
higher signature however, indicates some influence from the sedimentary 
rocks of the range. It is not surprising that the 87Sr f86Sr ratio appears 
to be a mixture of the two. The predominant ground-water flow direction 
in this area is from the Osgood Mountains where both rock suites are 
well represented. It is also possible that selective extraction of strontium 
from granitoid minerals is elevating the isotopic ratio of the water. 
Sample site BAC-5 is located next to Kelly Creek and has a 
87Sr fB6sr ratio of 0. 7088. An influence from Kelly Creek is likely lower-
ing the strontium signature of the well water relative to site MURD-5. 
The creek drains basaltic volcanics, and could be contributing waters 
with less radiogenic strontium even at this down gradient location. Also, 
ground water flow at this well is receiving a larger influence from Snow-
storm Mountain recharge, which generally has less radiogenic strontium. 
The southernmost sample was obtained at Hot Springs Ranch near 
Evans Creek. It has a 87Sr f86Sr ratio of 0. 7096. This value seems high 
considering the Snowstorm Mountain influence that should be present 
based on proximity to the eastern bordering range. The well at site 
BAC-6 taps a deep confined source. Perhaps more water interaction with 
sedimentary rocks occurs at depth. Another consideration is the source 
of the hot spring water that periodically flows in this area. It might have 
higher 87Sr fBSSr ratios, thereby meaning that leakage along a structural 
feature or through an aquitard could affect the strontium signature of 
the well water. 
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Strontium ratios in waters of Kelly Creek Basin are generally lower 
in the Snowstorm Mountains. where basaltic volcanics dominate. and 
higher in the vicinity of crustally derived sedimentary rocks. which com-
monly occur in the Osgood Mountains. The exceptions are the low val-
ues produced in waters that are in contact with the Osgood Mountain 
Stock. The granodiorite intrusion produces the lowest 87Sr jB6Sr ratios 
in the study area. 
The 87Srj86Sr vs. 206pbj204pb plot (Figure 27) delineates fields 
that relate to basin location and geology. Isotopically less radiogenic 
strontium coincides with a relatively elevated lead signature for Snow-
storm Mountain samples. A radiogenic increase in both lead and stron-
tium appears to occur for samples in the mining area located in the 
north-central part of the basin. This probably reflects the isotopic com-
position of a mining target "umt(s) underlying the basin-fill alluvium. The 
granodiorite field consists of isotopically less radiogenic lead and stron-
tium. An alluvial influence causes the slight variability that is present 
for sample MURD-5. Sample sites RC91SP3 and BAC-9 do not fall into 
any of the fields. By location. sample RC91SP3 could be placed in the 
Snowstorm Mountain field. but atmospheric lead has caused a shift to 
the isotopically lower end of the lead data spectrum. Sample BAC-9 has 
a significantly more radiogenic strontium value than any of the other 
sample sites. This results from ground water flow through old crustally-
~ 
derived sedimentary rocks.' Due to the lack of more samples. no field has 
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Figure 27. 87Srj86Sr vs. 206Pbj204Pb plot. 
CHAPTER VIII 
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discussion 
Water-table elevations and water samples were obtained on three 
visits to the study area. Ground-water data enabled the construction of 
a potentiometric surface map, and a corresponding flow net for the ba-
sin. The water table tends to mimic topography, being higher in the 
mountains and lower in the valley. Flow generally moves laterally to-
wards Kelly Creek, and southward in the direction of the Humboldt 
River. 
Structural features play a major role in the ground-water flow 
within the mountains. Many faults, fractures, and joints make hydraulic 
parameters difficult to determine. Hydraulic conductivity values can 
vary over several orders of magnitude. The valley-fill, however, is consid-
ered a basin-fill alluvial aquifer with average hydraulic conductivity val-
ues between 20 and 30 gpd/ft2. Clay lenses produce locally confined 
aquifers, but pumping causes a conversion to water-table conditions. 
Good hydrologic communication exists between the bedrock and the 
alluvial-fill because of the abundance of structural conduits allowing 
flow. 
Two predominant ground-water flow paths are present in Kelly 
Creek Basin. Shallow, relatively short flow paths commonly discharge at 
springs, and are in many cases, related to subsurface structural fea-
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tures. Deep flow paths replenish confined systems at considerable depth 
within basin-fill alluvium. They result from high elevation recharge that 
is reflected In their depleted hydrogen and oxygen isotopic signatures. 
Water samples were collected and analyzed for various stable and 
radiogenic isotopes to aid In determining the origin, age, and flow paths 
of ground water. Hydrogen, oxygen, lead. and strontium are the ele-
ments whose isotopic signatures were determined for this task. The 
meteoric water line (MWL) of Craig (1961) and the local meteoric water 
line (LMWL) developed for Dixie Valley by Jacobson and others (1983) do 
not fit the data for Kelly Creek Basin. The non-equilibrium conditions of 
high temperatures and dryness. resulting In Increased rates of evapora-
tion. have caused a shift to the -d parameter side of the MWL (Figure 16). 
Recharge occurs from snowmelt at high elevations within the 
Osgood and Snowstorm Mountains. A more depleted isotopic signature 
(more negative ~D and ~180) exists for precipitation that falls at Increas-
Ing elevation (Figure 28). Delta values representing the lightest waters In 
the basin are ~D=-1.36o/oo and ~180=-17.4o/oo. Although the highest 
elevation precipitation was not sampled, it may be as light as -145o/oo 
based on elevation depletion rates developed by Friedman and Smith 
(1970). Once infiltration occurs. the isotopic signature of that recharge 
event is set unless unusual subsurface conditions exist. This enables 
isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen to be good natural tracers. 
Waters In close proximity to the surface In this environment are 
undoubtedly affected by evaporative fractionation. This causes ~D and 
~lBQ values to become more enriched, or heavier. Care must be taken to 
m.inim.ize fractionation during sampling, and In choosing sites whose 
signatures have not shifted. 
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1iitium was analyzed to aid in determining how long the ground 
water takes to travel from recharge areas to discharge areas. Only one of 
three samples registered a significant TU quantity. The substantial 
amount of time needed for water to travel through a basin and range 
ground water system hinders tritium's tracer qualities. 
Lead and strontium isotopic signatures in water reflect those of the 
rocks with which the waters interact. The unique geologic differences in 
the ranges bordering the Kelly Creek Basin create a situation where 
changing signatures in the ground and surface waters correlate to litho-
logic changes. The most radiogenic 206pbf204Pb signatures of 19.8 or 
above result from contact with uranium rich source rocks. More de-
pleted values come from atmospheric deposition. Strontium ratios of 
0.710 or greater are found in waters flowing through crustally-derived 
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Mantle-derived basalts, and similar igne-
ous rocks that have had minimal influence from crustal material, have 
87Sr f86Sr ratios of 0. 7076 or less. 
Isotopically depleted ground waters are found in wells and drill 
holes of considerable depth within the basin-611 alluvium. This indicates 
recharge from high elevation precipitation within the bordering ranges 
via deep seated flow paths (Figure 28). Delta deuterium values range 
from -1300/oo to -136o/oo. The slight scatter reflects some mixing with 
heavier, lower elevation recharge waters. Ground waters discharging at 
springs and shallow wells are dominated by lower elevation recharge as 
is evident by their heavier isotopic signatures. Delta deuterium values 
for these waters range from -118o/oo to -128o/oo. Fractionation due to the 
proximity of the flow to the surface, and the elevation at which the 
sample was taken, both contribute to the 1 Oo/oo range in the isotope sig-
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natures. Infiltration rate and flow paths play vital roles in establishing 
the an and alSO values of Kelly Creek Basin ground waters. 
Surface waters in this area are subjected to varying degrees of 
fractionation depending on the amounts of evaporative fractionation. 
Stream waters have an values that range from -108o/oo to -12lo/oo. Gain-
ing reaches of drainages tend to maintain fairly stable isotopic signatures 
owing to the ground-water contribution to the stream. This is generally 
most substantial at higher elevations and in the spring and early sum-
mer. The size, amount of vegetation cover, location of flow (i.e. on bed-
rock or on alluvium), and gradient also impact isotopic composition. 
Kelly Creek is the largest stream in the basin and has an isotopic compo-
sition that is the least affected by evaporation. Delta deuterium values 
become depleted by only 2o/oo over a 15 mile stretch. Osgood Mountains 
drainages are all ephemeral and have isotopic compositions that vary 
considerably based on elevation, vegetation cover, and gradient. Osgood 
Creek, once out of the tree cover of its tributary valley, became depleted 
by 6o/oo in 1.5 miles. Jake Creek flows directly on basaltic bedrock in the 
much of the study area. Its relatively enriched an of 108o/oo reflects in-
creased evaporation from elevated temperatures associated with flow on 
bedrock. 
Tritium analyses on ground waters within basin and range hydro-
logic systems are generally not useful. Residence times of the subsurface 
flow are too long to enable the transient nature of the isotope to benefit 
the ground-water study. The isotope's decay rate is too rapid for it to 
persist from recharge zones to discharge zones. Short flow path springs 
are the only ground waters that are young enough to register tritium 
,quantities that show the effects of the 'bomb spike'. 
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Lead and strontium isotopes are very useful in tracing flow that is 
in contact with particular geologic units. The 206pbj204Pb, 207Pbj204pb 
and 208Pbj204pb ratios show an increase to more radiogenic values in a 
north to northeast direction within the basin. Uranium rich source 
rocks, generally limestone, are responsible for the most radiogenic signa-
tures. They are indicated by 206pbj204pb ratios of greater than 19.5. 
Igneous rocks and basin-fill alluvium produce intermediate 206Pbj204pb 
values, usually between 19.0 and 19.5. Finally 206pbj204pb ratios re-
sulting from atmospheric deposition make up the least radiogenic 
samples at 18.6 to 18.8. 
Strontium isotopic ratios show correlations to geology in a similar 
manner to lead. Waters in contact with crustally-derived sedimentary 
rocks have 87Srj86Sr ratios of greater than 0.710. The Preble Formation, 
in the Osgood Mountains, produces waters of this nature with a stron-
tium signature of0.7123. Rocks that have depleted 87Srj86Sr ratios 
(0. 704-0. 707) usually suggest a deep, upper mantle source. Basalts of 
the Snowstorm Mountains and the Osgood Mountain Stock (granodiorite) 
are examples of strontium depleted rocks. Waters in contact with the 
stock contained the lowest strontium isotopic ratios in the basin at 
0. 7071. Waters in contact with the basalts were slightly higher at 
0. 7073 to 0. 7079. 
Stable and radiogenic isotopes are very useful in determining the 
origin and flow paths of ground water. The relative enrichment or deple-
tion of hydrogen and oxygen isotopes can be an indication of recharge 
elevations and/ or climatic conditions that existed at the time of infiltra-
tion. The radiogenic isotopes of lead and strontium aid in tracing flow 
paths of ground water because the isotopic signature of the water is a 
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reflection of the isotopic signature of the rocks with which the water is in 
contact. The tracer quality of radiogenic isotopes has proved vital in 
following ground waters through particular rock types within the Kelly 
Creek Basin. 
Conclusions 
1. Ground water in the Kelly Creek Basin is recharged in the bor-
dering ranges above 5, 700 ft. Two components of ground-water flow 
exist in the valley; lateral flow in the direction of Kelly Creek and south-
ward flow to the Humboldt River. All streams in the basin are ephemeral 
and are usually fed by springs at upper elevations. 
2. Hydraulic parameters are extremely variable. Structural fea-
tures can cause hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity to vary over 
many orders of magnitude within the bedrock. The basin-fill alluvium is 
in good hydrologic communication with bedrock because of numerous 
joints and fractures that enable flow. Clay lenses produce locally con-
fined conditions to exist in the basin-fill. 
3. Most depleted stable isotopic signatures indicate that high eleva-
tion recharge or recharge from a time of differing climatic conditions 
supplied the water to the deep confined systems within the basin. These 
are old waters (>100 years) that have travelled long deep flow paths. 
Younger, shorter flow path ground waters are found at springs within the 
ranges. They have relatively enriched stable isotopic signatures, indica-
tive of lower elevation recharge. They also contain tritium concentrations 
that could be representative of the 'bomb spike' produced by thermo-
nuclear weapons testing. 
4. The lead and strontium radiogenic isotopic signatures in waters 
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reflect the radiogenic signature of the rocks with which the water is in 
contact. 206pbj204pb ratios greater than 19.5 indicate an old uranium-
rich source rock, commonly limestone, while ratios between 18.6 and 
18.8 are more indicative of aeolian atmospheric deposition. A general 
increase in the radiogenic signature of lead occurs in a north to north-
east direction within the basin. 87Sr j86Sr ratios of waters in contact 
with Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are greater than 0.710, indicative of an 
upper mantle, relatively rubidium-rich source. Ratios in the vicinity of 
0. 707 reflect water contact with a mid to lower .mantle source rock that 
has had little to no interaction with the crust. The Osgood Mountain 
Stock and the basalts of the Snowstorm Mountains produce these low 
strontium ratio waters. 
Recommendations 
Future work that would aid in the understanding of the 
hydrogeologic conditions of the Kelly Creek Basin are 1.) more precipita-
tion sampling, 2.) greater density of water-table data within the moun-
tain ranges, and 3.) better control on the trace element radiogenic signa-
tures of the rocks throughout the basin. 
Snow coring at different elevations in both ranges would greatly 
constrain the isotopic signatures of particular recharge areas. This could 
help in determining a more complete view of the flow paths of ground 
waters. Rain gages on the valley floor could collect low elevation precipi-
tation. The isotopic signatures could be compared to shallow mid-valley 
ground waters in an effort to determine if basinal rains play a role in 
recharge. 
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The controls on the water table are very loose above the 5,500 ft. 
elevation level in each of the borde~g ranges. The feasibility of observa-
tion wells being installed to monitor ground water, however, is very lim-
ited. Deep exploration boreholes could be used to obtain the needed 
water-table information if drilling within the mountains ever took place. 
Knowledge of the lead and strontium ratios of particular rock types 
within the basin would aid in the ability to trace water flow through the 
subsurface. It would create a better understanding of how a water had 
acquired its trace element isotopic signature. This could also aid in 
determining subsurface stratigraphy based on water ratio-rock ratio 
correlations. 
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WELL LOG AND REPORT TO THE STATE 
ENGINEER OF NEVADA 
PLEASE CO:IIPLETE THIS FOR!\! IN ITS ENTIRETY 
118 
Log ":'jo ........ Y .. /f.}.:.'. 
Rec.. ... •...0~:r. ..... 6.~ .. 
Well ~o ................... . 5 
Permit :'-lo ............... - ..... . 
Do nol Jill;,. 
Owuer .. JI.e . .n.~.S:....J.!L.C.hri.S..ti.sa.n .. _____ .. ,_, _________ ...... Driller ... ::/._:. .... ;.:..c:oonald ...... _ .................................. - ...... .. 
Adchess .. .P...0 •. -~ .. 2G+ .. ~·01.QQnGa...,--I~~,rada.---- Addre.ss..l1.20 ... ~r.a.be.r:-.t.--;...,S~:r-~-s-r .. .t'lg~'\o ..... 4-94 
Location of well: l':E:. .. %, .. 53.14 Sec. • .2.4., T-.3-'ZN/S, R..4.1E, iD-.Hl.l::l~old.t--... - ... - ........ - .. - ........... ---....... County 
or ... .a.rrl"-E>il!O·e----90--L .. ~;:e.l'·th--e-f ... -e-:Jt·:!:e-M:~fS .. W-e-11-..a:t .. .e.x.i.s±.ir.g. . .ran.ch-hous.e.. ...... - .... -..................... _ .. . 
Water will be used for ... i.r.X:iE;a:t.i.on. .. ltW::'P.O.S.e.S. . .llla.i:nl.y ... _ ... _Total depth or welL-.20.0..! ....................................... .. 
Size or drilled hole. .. lO.!!.. ........... ____ .......... --····---·--Weight or casing per linear rooL--.... 2.:t-.--i-~-.. 1b&,. ...... - ........ . 
Thickness of casing ..... l88 .. :u.a.lJ_ ......... - ... ---.. --------Temp. or water ... .norm.a.J. ... ___ .......... _ ......... -........................ .. 
Diameter and length or casing ..... :j.Q.!! ••• *·r;D..---~-r ...... pa.z:ldo;;;.--l-ell.-o<h-ta&·-:t<?-.. 2-2·'· .............................................................. .. 
(Cuf.Dc 12"' lD dlameter ud under ClYe in.sl'd'e cll:iilieter; c:nsillc 12'" lD dlo.meter cln oatalde diameter.) 
1£ flowing well give flow iD e.f.s. or g.p.m. and preuare.--=-=-------··--·-·----------·-···---------·-----··---··-···---·· 
If a~a.Bowiug well giTe depth of standing water from 1Unace. ... J.5...! ____ .......................... ------·---··-·---..................... -......... .. 
If flowiug. well describe coutrol worb...----------------·-·-··-----··-··--------·-··---···------·--
(TJpe ud me ot ,111,., ete.) 
Date o£ commencement o£ weJJ 11-18-66 ---·--Date o£ completion o£ welJ ___ "!_2_-:'!~ .. ---------... 
Type of well ri!- Cab,le tool.___-=Bu.=c~s Erie 2.?""'~-=-------
LOG OJ' I'ORKATION8 
Water-~arlnr l'ormation, C:Wuc 
l'rom To ThJc:De. 'r7Pe of material 
Pei'foro.tioa Ete. 
teet feet teet 
0 1 1 Loamy topsoil 
1 4 3 Hard yellow clay w/ lar;;e Cblet aqllifer (water-beariDc 
rounded gravels to 3" . tormatlon) 
4- 52 48 Eard lellmv clay w/ semi-rou tl\;,i 55 to 16!) ft. grave a to t" mixed 
52 60 a Firm yellow clay Ot!Mr aqaife-
60 7"5 13 .l!~irm yellow clay w / some SBa ~l Formation extremely rounded gravels to 3/8" mixe 
73 78 5 Sott sandy yellow clay difficult-to pin-78 97 19 Bia. yellow clay w/ small 
rounded gravels to t• mi.xwd point exact aquifers 
91 120. 2.3 Fine to coarse sand w/ appro ~decl 2~ silt & semi-rounded to ro 
gravela. to t" 
iJ to l'lnt -ter at52-60 , .... 120 135 15 Same aa above only w/ gravel 
3/8" 
135 14Q 5 Soft sandy yellow clay CaalDc pertontecl 
14Q 14.5 5 Fine to coarse sandw/ semi- ~1:!--s-s. .. to 195 gravels to 3/8"- some incoD ft. 
sticky yellow ·clay lemses 
145 165 20 Hard & soft sandy yellow cla SUe of pei'fonlf-w/ some semi-rounded gravels to 
t" mixed 1/8" X 6" ) per rew/1 row eie;{ 
12 







LOG 01' F0Rlf.\TIO~s-Colllillu.r4 





~'ir.e to coarse sand ·:t/ se:-:i-rounded sra...-els to 3/8" & 
sticky yellow clay so:.:eti:.:es :aixed 
Fine to coarse SaJld w/ rcur.ded ~;ravels to 3/8"- ~~ainly 
mixed with stic:i<:y yello~v clay 
CASING RECORD 
Dlam. I' rom To LeqtJs "Remarks"-8ea11, GroatlDr, Etc. culq teet teet ··--
0 ..... 200 2000 10• Ib A natural mud seal was effectively constructe 
from .:.2• to +34'. 
GE.'f!JRAL INI'ORII.A.TION-PIImpiDr Tilt. QaalltT ~ Water, Etc. 
The we11 was bai 1 ed for a two hour continuous -,eriod deldimr 4 GPM 
from the 125~ 1pypl The water appeared +a be of sat1sfactnrr T'P'i±J 
and Was sand f~ee. 
WELL DRILLER'S STATEMENT (Not to be filled iD br Driller) 
'I1Ua weli wa drilled UDder mr jamdic:tioa ad the 
aboYe iDf'onaatiOD ia true to "IAf • ormatiOD ad 
belief. 
s.,., ____________ _ 
. Liceue No lf.f.::;..J..~--­
Dated.--.i2.~8&.( OlDa 1 19.6..L 
_ _____________ ,____...-.__ 
,.., .... , 




~IAU:; Ut' l'lt;"AUA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
orna t:sa, 
LDa No-9..Z~.: 8 
Permit No ... €..k.~ 
WELL DRILLERS REPORT Buill... ........................... .. 
Plea. complete IIllo form ill ill eullniJ 
_____ 
0V.:~~:~:::::=::=:=~~~::~::=::~~:::=:::=::===~=~~~-.11~~!.~-~;£~~~:El~~f:-:~~::~~~:--:~-~--~:-.·_·_·_·-:=_::·_·_ 
---------------------------·;7~-... -----------v:~---~--------------------------------5·;:;------------------------Ll-!i:. ........ ---u---~iiii.ri·r--------------------------------
2. LOCATION ........... - .... -.14--------14 Scc. .. ,/..Q .. ,._.-T...t.l.-L-.............. _N/1 R:. ...... ____ J!....p.t.l . . . . - ... - ..................... COWley 
PERMIT No..2.:L.,..S.S'_.. _______________________________________ , ....... -·----·--------·-------------·----·--··-··------·-·-·--
3. TYPE OF WORK 4. PROPOSED USE 5. TYPE WELL 
Now WoU ti,_ Roconditiaa 0 Domestic 0 lniptioa .a_ Test 0 Cable 1!!1. Rocary 0 
DupeD 0 Other 0 MUDicipal 0 JDdustrial 0 Stock 0 Olbcr 0 
6. LITHOLOGIC LOG I. WELL CONSI'R.ucrlON 
Material I Water \ fn>nl ! T• l'llld<· SlnU --rLJ P."i a i I-. : c ' it. B2. S~NI::JY{U..A.V I~ I.::J.~ 1.1.~ 
S I! C!. liAY 1.,7-q IS" u 
..5 AAJ n """ .A~ AUr::l 
,_ 
is'" !"?I /.s-
./3/! ...5AA/DY t! J.Al-.. 1'7/ ' !1"7, .II 
.J..,~~T PJ..liP" f9~A'I I i'~ 1.12 .. :1 
-t:J~A.v t'J.A<~ i/., -t. ,,~t., 
SAND -1 P~A 11/ZAI/;:::L I -l/~t. 1/_,..7 .t.JA/217 Rl?. t'!.iJJv I li<~ l..:z~ 
~A AID -J. ~A ..It~ An~ I II" !., ~~ 1:1.3~ 
AP t!..I.A~ l~'l7 b~l. 
""54AIO -1-~Ad.P~Ut;L I II"' !:J:tL [:,..,~ 
LI.LJ~,. B R. t1. ,[;Di '"<.1~ l:t.lf! 
Diameter boJe .. _ .• /.w ____ .inches Total doptb.§.':~o. .. -..... .foot 
Casma roe«d.... __ .. A!,;,£ .. ~----·---·----v··-----
woiaht per foot. ...... 4.~.M------Thic:kDeos...t.:""/. .. ':. ____ __ 
~ ·- ~0 
=--=-L-=-=== ::___ 0 ~ =~§' --·-·---·--..Jacbel -·--- ----------.feet 
---··-·--·--·--.Jncha ------feet -·---------Ieet 
_______ Jochcs ··- fed ______ ..J 
·--·-------...iDcba ---- _____ __J 
Swfaca tal: Ya~ 0 No tl, Type ------·· Dcplh af ______ ....fecC 
Gravel pecked: Y• 0 No JQ 
Gravel packed from '• tD....- ""' 
r,~2l"" -;~ t!J. :4:1 ,,.~e. I' 1~/11 ~:2L I •• .,L., ~~ .... ~ 
.5AAio ~ 1?,..4AP~J:L Y" .:,d-., [?~~ 
ALtJ.. tU.A'II I !::rd 0 1'1Qo, 
!JAA'd-.1 P:utli"'l.oAV#i.. I I;' [;i~ ILJn~ 




l'roal.-8-..:l~ , ... 1111"~--------',__ 
Fnx~L.--. ______ ,_ IIL..-----,----.11,_, ..
FroaL.-.. ,_, 1111"~--------'""'-FraaL-..--------- ~~~-~--------',__ 
Froal.-- .Jed tn ,_. 
1 I 
I '· WA'Il!Jl LEVEL 
I Sialic -rer ~&..u._..?.:f ___ Jieet Wow lud·_,_.__ __ 
Aaw o~~vL-~-~~----
w.- tompera~WL._ • F. QaaJJ!J~ 
10. 
7 .. WELL n;sr DATA 
.... IU'M I O.P.M. I Draw O...l AlW- ,_ 
N--. ~-'""·"'"'-- J - . 
Adbc&.L{_p "--~-~~-..!:i..-=-Y.L-7 __ _ 
Nevada c:allradllr'l u.:.a. aambc $ 3 'f [/ ____ _ 
8A1U1t TESI' 
G.P.M Dnw clowL.----1• -...br:lan 
G~.W..---·------- Dnw dowD. ....... -hd ___ ....br:Jan 
G~.M ............ --·· ---------·----·---· Dnw dowD ........ -..feet ........... .hoan 
Nonda driller's Uceu. oambc~--....;:J::...2-=..7.L.------
SPML..~~~ 
~· /f -/P~7 
WIIITE-01\'ISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
C.\:"ARV-CLIL"'T'S COPY 
PINK-WELL DRILL£ll'S COPY 
STATE OF NEVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
ofT OR TYPE ONLY 
NOTICE OF INTENT NO .... L.. _______ _ 
J. OWNER ____ f:!_rst_t!~.:?..:?._QQ_!_9_..f!:!!;_,_____ -i ADDRESS AT WELL LOCATION 
MAIUNG AD,ORESS~~~Q~ai~~~vadi.=-a·gj'f4-_-=r-~!-i~h:~~-~~~~1 / Dri_l~~l=':'-S::-i~t;e;:~#~l::::::::::= 
2. LOCATION_.JiE ....... 'Io ••• JllL ..... 'i• Scc._.J ............ T.. ...... JS.----:wJs R ...... -42 E flum,.,b....,o..._l.u.d._t _____ counly 
PERMIT N0.-¥;;".~!,0J J.,~ocri.SGUn:es-t-·p;;n. Na. I S..bchvisiaol Name 
3. TYPE OF WORK 4. PROPOSED USE '· TYPE WELl. New Well ~ Recondilion 0 Domeslic 0 lrrica1ion 0 Test tJ Cable 0 ROIIry ~ 
Deepen 0 Other 0 Municipal 0 lndus1rial 0 Sux:t 0 Other 0 Air 
6. LITHOLOGIC LOG B. WELl. CONSTRUCTION 
Di1me1er 9-7/8 nc:hes Ta~al depch 
130 
feel Waecr Tho<k· 
l>!aocrial Strata Fr ... Ta a<U inches 
nnrnn<:n li d:o~Pd rnrlr __Q 10 
C••inc rec:orcL 4"l'V~~hedule 80 T&C 
r.nn<:nlidatf'd rnrlr 10 AO Wciaht per fOOl 2.86 Thickness 
gamnr~ +{- 130Ta 
,.]]uvinm RQ on nches feet 
nches § feel rnnc:nliri"~"rl rn.-lr 'nches rcc feet fr,_~ ........ ., on 11n nc:hes ,, feel aches ~ feel 
'aches f feel 
Surface seal: Yes ,; No 0 Type neat cement 
Depth of seal 42 feel 
Or.anl(*ked: Yes i; No 0 
~.,vel pac~ed fmm 4 5 feet 10 130 fed 
to UHesh Silica Sind 
Pcrforalioal: 
Type perforation 4" PVC Well Screen 
Size pcrforat~"" 
Fflll'! :§Q f'lCIIO ~39 feel 
Fflll'! feet 10 feet 
Frorn feel "' 
_,_ 
FlOP' '""" ... reel 
p, ..... feet on feel 
9. WATER LEVEL 
Static water level 2Z *"ct below .. nd surfocc 
Flow O.P.M. P.S.I. 
Water lempcratu...___ "F Quality 
Datcsllncd QgiQ..I}_~!LlQ __ , I9 .. .13a 
Date completed ! ,, 1.:., ';:)' .. g;;m)lf.B,..bq • 19..BS 10 • DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
... This well wos drilled under Ill)' supervision and the report is lniC 10 tbe 
7. WELL TEST DATA best of 1111 knowlcdcc. 
Na- SARGENT lRRlGATl~ COHPAMJ 
Pv .. U'M li<t~~ew .1_ "llflh_Dowo AllcrHaon....., c ... -.... uc Addrc11 9955 H. Virsinia St. 1 Reno 1 Nevada c-
Ncvlda contractor's liceme number 21246 
iuucd by the Slate Co-·a Boa,.t 
Nc•ada contr.aetor'a driller's number 1391 
issued by the Division of Water Resourna 
BAILER TEST Nev~a.dr,iller'slicensc number iss~~:""- 1593/1476 D~atcr ~;?,f.lhc dr~ller 
G.P.M. Draw dnwa ___ feet --hours Sia :fr..l .. -~ 
G. P.M. Draw ck>WII.. __ feel _ ___.,.,.,,. IJ trille'r ~~ .._ drilliot ao-•-
O.P.M. Draw d•>Wn __ .feel ... 
____ ...... ,. 
Datc___.IMf.U.AR.Ll.Q.. 1282 
l'l'F. AIIOITIO"AI. !lli£ETS IF NECESSARY 
121 
WIIITE-DIVISION OF \VATER RESOURCES 
CANARf-l'U[."fT"S l'OPY 
PINK-WELL DRILLER'S COPY 
STATE OF NEVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT ~D·~·i~~~~:::......... 
rr OR TYPE ONLY Pl .... complete this form in its entirety 
~. , . · ' NOTICE OF INTENT NO·-----~ .. - ... 
1. OWNER-~~t.Ji~S Co!!_Inc::..._____ 1 ADURESS AT WELL
 LOCATION 
MAILING ADDRESS --p · U:-Jrox 2}..9._ ___________ -~-=-~l!!:.!.!_ _ _!!_!~.e:=:--:--.,-:::--~-:,.,--·=-----
Golconda, Nevada 89414 Well #88-TINW-1 I Drill Site.-=..:12=-----
2. LOCATION ... _.SE ... _".-.. .N~-----~~--i_l.__::r::=J.s._ __ -::-ws R:=_lf:i_ __ .E,____fuuab.ald.t; _____ County 









6. LITHOLOGIC LOO 
' W1tcr Mile rill Slnu F .... 
unconso!i!lated rock 0 
consolidated rock so 
unconsolida~ed rock 60 
consolidated rock, 


















G.P.M •. ______ _ 
G. P.M •. _______ _ 
G.P.M. 
Draw clnw~L--fcet --.hoan 
Draw cloow"·------f<"'~ --.hoan 
Draw do .. .-.. ... .feet ... hours 
PROPOSED USE '· TYPE WELL 
Irrigation 0 Test ll 
Stock 0 
Cable 0 R01ary ll 
Industrial 0 Other 0 Air 
•• WELL CONSTRUCTION 
Diameter 9-7/8 inches Tocal depth._.._19£.0><----1feet 
-----inchea 
---.,--inches 
Casina record 4" PVC._S.~..e_a."'O_T...,&..,C...__ __ _ 
Weiaht per f001-l....86 Thickness'----







==========~= ~ _____ r, _feet 
fl§e 190 feet 
___ _.inches _____ r, feet 
Surfoc:c seal: Yes II No a Typt-Uea.t....t.e:nent. 
Depthofseal 102 
Grovel pocked: Yes l:J No 0 
Oro•el pocked ftont.-.!Q5 feet to_l::.;9::.:0:._ _ _Jftct 
10 to 20 ~tesh Silica Sand 
Pcrforati-: 
Type perforaticm._~4~.,"_.JPt;.VIJCo.L.JW.,e::.l._J..._.S,.c;..,r;;.ce .. e.. n..__ ___ _ 
Size perforaticm._ __ .1J0~..:2.1JO~"---.,..,..,....----­
From 110 feet ..,, __ _,:1.::;90-"-----'foe& 
From'---------fcet 111 'ect 
From feet 111 feet 
Frocot feet 111 filet 
From feet 111 feel 
9. WATER LEVEL 
Static water levcl __ all.,(s ______ fect below land surr-
Fiow·-------O.P.M •. _______ .r P•. S.J. 
10. DRILLER ·s CERTIFICATION 
This well was drilled under my supervision and the report is uuc to the 
best of Ill)' knowledp. 
Name SARGENT IP.RIGATION COMPANY c--Aclclress 9955 N, Virninia St. . Reno. Neyada 
c-
Nevada' contractor's license IIUmbcr 21246 
luucd br the Stale Coftlractor's Baan!L---.!~=----· 
Nevada controc:tor's driller's 1111mber 
issued br the Di•isioa rtf Wolct Resourcrsi-.Jl ... 3!29~1~----
Do¥1111111 o tcr rca. the oa· drillerr__:c:..:::.=..::..:;.:..;::'--Ncv~a.dr~·nc 's icc~~nsc number issued=}·' the_ 1S93/1476 
Si•-.1 '- ""1 - 7,.-.HU 
I a, adlci P6W .. 'i' oniil ~rillill • silt or--
Date -Jartlll!rV·--1·6- l98-
122 
WHITE-DIVISION OF WATDl R!:SOIJaC!S 
CA."'AIIY-CLIENT"S COPY 
PINK-WELL DRILLER'S COPY 
STATE OF NEVADA 
DMSION OF WATER RESOURCES Loc No. -"-='--'-""""4 
Penni! No·--~-f-. 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT Basi 
"RINT OR TYPE ONLY Please tomplele !his form ID ils enlintJ 
3. TYPE OF WORK 4. PROPOSED USE PW#IO s. TYPE WELL 
New Well III Recondition 0 Domcs1ic 0 lrri11tion 0 Test 0 Cable 0 Rowy ill! 
Deepen 0 Other 0 Munici~l 0 lndusrrill liil Sroct 0 Other 0 
6. UTHOLOGIC LOG a. WELL CONSTRUCTION 
WaiCr Dilmcll:r 
14 inc: lies To<al dcpclt 542 feet T\tct· Maocriol s ..... F- To ... nc:lles 
sand & clav 0 35 35 Jnclles 
br-oken r-ock & clav Casina recont 8-5/8" O.D. X .250" wall 
:!hil~ 35 ,, .. IQO Weiahr per few 22.36 Thic:lmes• 
:!2li!l J:'l!:ls. 'l?O, 340 ·~ OW..IU F- To black shah rock 140 l.JO 70 8 nches +I 
§ 
542 feet 
mPd 'urn """'"" nJ Jll'lr nches ree feet 
rock l.JO 0,110 170 inches fee . feer 
'PT'V tl;on ... J.J Al'lr ,.nl'lr inches r. feet 
hard ~110 ,,ll tt;n nches _r. rea 
inehea r. feet 
Surfoce seal: Yes 1!!1 No 0 Type!:~JKn~ 1and BIQ!o!' 
Depdlofseol 50 feet 
Gravel pocUd: Yes~ No 0 
Gravel pKUd from ~0 ... 542 feel 
" 
:...· 'lladsworti:J 7/16" minus well rock 
c;? ._ Pafonla.: - 0 Type perflll'llion Hill~d -- .... ~ Size perfon&ion 3" l5; Jll2" lll!l 5td ~Ri!:iD& 
N :.w Fmm 24~ feet 10 ~!!2 feet 
-"'' 
~:;)Z frgn ... feel 
~ ~!:;: FRill! ftaiO feet ..... 
FroiD '-
,_ 
~ j:::! From feaon feel 
;:::! 
v• 9. WATER LEVEL 
Electric ~~:eonhvsical Jell 1 bl!: Sialic wa11:r level 280 f'!CI below liJid surface 
b•7: CEO-HYDRO DAT Flow G.P.M. ".S.I. 
W11U l&mpei'IIIIR-~6 •p QualiiJ gggd 
D1reswud DECEMBER 3 .19.!7_ 
D1re completed I!E~~Ml!t;R I§ • J9.ll. 10 . DRJLLER 'S CERTlFICATION 
This wcU wu drilled uDder ID)' supervision llld lhe ICpOit is 1n1e ., lbe 
1. WELL TEST DATA best of my knowledJC. 
NI.'N' SARG!NT IRRIGATION COMPANY 
Pl., ltPM O.P.N. Dnw Dowtl Aliot_,_ c-
air lift 20 8 Addrea 9955 H. VIRGINIA ST. 
RENO, NV 89506 
c-
Neftda -·• Ueense number 
issued by 111e Slall: c-·· Board 212rtli 
Nevadl COIIIraCIOr'l driller's number 
issued by lhe fivisioa of W111:r Resources I J9 I 
BAlLER TEST Ne~~ license a:!~' issued by lhe,..l Division Iter R........ Att&.nn.sire dril 1491 
G.P.N. Draw dowtl feet baun si·.-~ p::;...:::r:, r r r .uri._ .~..X 
G.P.M. Draw dowa..--feet baun , -.,-,..-..~_~f"ile .. , • .--
G.P.M. Draw dowll...-..feel --boon n.... JANUARY 20 1988 
USI ADDI'nONAL SHUTS IF NICESS.UY 
123 
WHITE-DMSION OF WATER RESOURCES 
CANARY-CU£NT'S COPY 
PINK-WELL DRILLER'S COPY 
''\LVI' OR TYPE ONLY 
3. TYPE OF WORK 
New WeU IZ Recondilioa 
Deepen 0 Other 
6. UTHOLOGIC LOG 
w-Marcrial Sima 
clay & fine ~ravel 
clav & fine 2ravel 
with broken rock 
lar2e 2ravel & sand 
1 itt le clay 
med · m to fine 2ravel 
& _S&nd w/broken roc 
clav & Rravf"l lavers 
sand & 2ravel 
w/r.racf! of clav 
sand fine 2ravel 
r/r.rat"f" of clav 
:ine sand 
fin., CAnrl rn rlav 
fin., cant! m .. d ium ""' lr .. l 
I. rl•v 







STATE OF NEVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT ~Ba=si::::=~=t:=-
Pieue complete this form Ia iiS entirety 
4. PROPOSED USE PW#8 5. TYPE WEll 
0 Domestic 0 lrriaalion 0 Test 0 Cable 0 Rolary ll!l 
0 Municipal 0 Industrial 1211 Stock 0 Other 0 
8. WELL CONSTRUCTION 
Tllock· Diameter 18 nches Total depth S83 r-,_ To - nches 0 30 30 aches 
Casina recont._ll-3/4" 0. D • x .2SO wall 
30 180 ISO Wciahr per f- JJ.l8 ThictMss 
Diamncr ,_ To 




190 2SO 60 "nchcs ec 'ecc 
2SO 3SO 100 aches tea 
__.inches ~ rea 
'150 4SO 100 aches feel 
Surf~ee aal: Yea II No o Type cement sansl &IOU 
450 465 IS Depdlofsul so r. 
46S 470 s Oravel J*ted: Yea 1!1 No 0 
470 47S 5 OnvelpKted f111111 ~g rearo ~Ill feel 
CHEVREAUX 1/811 x 1/4" quartz pebbles 
47S 490 IS Perfonlioal: 
Type perfor11io11 JQHNSON 11-C mil !I st!!e 1 .080" 
490 583 93 Size perfomioft Killed 3" x 1/8" dbl std s 
From perf 21G-280 feet to sal 280-320 rea 
From 32o-360 /400-420 feel 10 360-400 /420-440 reec 
From 441>-460 /48>-500 l"eclro 460-480 /500-520 feel 
Fn~~~t 52o-540l S60-S70 feet Ill 54o-S60 l"ecl 
From feet to feel 





Electric geophys'tl:al JlfB 1 OR Static waru lc¥cl 210 feet bel- lud surface 
by: GEO-HYDROt;DATA ~t:l Flow G.P.M. •.s.l. 
Lo;l Water tempemu~ •f Quality sood 
Date sraned aiCTOBE'i.J 19 J9.!Z.. 
Date complet-' fBECEKBB 8 • 1987 10. DRlu.ER'S CERTIFICATION - This weU - drilled under my supervision ud lbe rcpan ia 1111e 111 die 
7. WELL TEST DATA bat of Dty "-iedp. 
NMW SARGENT IRRIGATION COMPANY .... - G. P.M • Dlaw- Allor_..., c-
400 32i_ 2 ~1 29~~ H, VIRGINIA ST. 
RENQ, HV 89~0§ 
eo.-
sso 75 2 Nevada -·•lic:cnse number 
.700 138.1r 2 issued b)' lite Stare c-·· 1oan1 21246 
800 143 20 min. Nevllda Cllllli'ICIOI"'s driUer's number 
647 117 71 issued b)' the Division of Waru Rcaou,... 139 I 
BAJLER TEST Nevllda ~~~ number issued b)' the ,J. Division of Resou}-ii7Q,Iite dril" 1491 
O.P.M. Draw dowL.-feec boun Si--' ......._i_ ib.A'J 
O.P.M. Draw dowL.-feec boun ... ,-..-..ot"':~r··~ 
O.P.M. DnwdowD.. feet ..lloun Date .WIJARY 20 1988 -.......... USE ADDmONAL SHEETS IF NECF.SSAIIY 
\\'JliTE-DI\.ISION Of WATER RESOURCES 
CM~AU-CLIENT'S COr\' 
PINK-WELL DRILLER'S COPY 
STATE OF NEVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES L"' No . ..-..o.t-U-"--"f-
Permit No·---+ 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT t_:Bas~i"::====::S~ _ _:;;; 
IT OR TYPE ONLY Plu5t <omplelelhis rorm In Its entirety 
· NOTICE OF INTENT NO .... !.Q ______ .. __ 
.I. OWNER ..... --.. ---~irst~.~.~.S..~?..!:.~.-~~C:,:_.. --1 ADDRESS AT WELL LOCATION ___ _ 
MAILING ADpRESS-~~·~~o~d~-:_?~~-vada-·8941'4 ____ --~~-f-i.hifiHB~~e / Drill Sit-efS~-----· 
2-:-LocAno'N .... :S..~ .. ---..... •t..__ .. J{[ __ ,,:s~-;~4~.~---------r ... _ .. 3.9 .. ___ .. __ NtsR.:::42:. __ E Humhol~d;-:-t-=-='------c-ou-n-,,-
PERMIT NO._W-tl0_l.l3. ______ 1··--- ·t ·-::--------
Issued by W:a1cr ~rca Parcel No. Sabdivisiolt Name 
3. TYPE OF WORK 4. PROPOSED USE 5. TYPE WELL 
New Well ~ Rc:cond i1 ion 0 Domestic 0 Irrigation 0 Tesl :lb Cable 0 RDiary :tJ 
Deeren 0 Other 0 Municiral 0 Industrial 0 Stock 0 01her 0 Air 
6. LITHOLOGIC LOG I. / WELL CONSTRUCTION 




Fonm To .... inches 
clay 0 10 
Casina ,.;,;;;;-qot-pyec\rchedule 80 T&C 
hard consolidated Wei&hl per ~ 2 • Bo Thickness 




consolidated rock 120 170 nches reo reet 
inches re rcet 
black consolidated inches ree rcet 
rock 170 250 inches ~ feet 
____ inches rce feet 
Surrace seal: Yes b No 0 Type neat cement 
Ocplhor~aL---- 222 (eel 
Gravel packed: Yes 0Nn 0 
~Ovel pec:~ff ~rom 225 reet to 250 (eel 
· to lesh Silica Sand 
Perrorations: 
Type perroration 4" PVC Well Screen 
Size ~rrnratW. .020
11 
From 230 reet 10 250 reet 
From feet 10 feet 
From rcctiO •eet 
From feet"' reet 
From rm 10 feet 
9. WATER LEVEL 
Static water level 212 reet below land surrace 
Flow G.P.M. P.S.I. 
Water temperature "F Quality 
Date 111ned I II 1 !.) ·;;jl l!J~gvg~i~~~ • 19 .. :. 10. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
Date completed- · · ··- ----- ... , 19 .... 
This well wu drilled under my supervision and !be repon is true to the 
7. WELL TEST DATA 
best o( my knowlecliC· 
Name ~ARGENI IRRIGAIIQN COMPAHI 
...... RPM o~:dlil-t. Lc. ~~~ .... ~;s. After 11ootn ....., c-
Add res• 9955 M. Virsinia St. , Reno, Nevada c-
Nevada contractor's liceii5C number 21246 
issued by the Sllle Conlnctor's ao.nt 
Nevada contractor's driller's Nlmber 1391 
issued by the Division n( WIICr Resourees 
BAILER TEST Ncv~~a.drille . · nse number issued b_y t~;,Q,. 159
3/14 76 
Dovtston o ~on-soled 
O.P.M. Draw tk>wn ___ reet ---houra Sicne ,.$. - _..,// 
G. P.M. Draw dnwtl,.__reet 
___ Jonoln .,u; .,..ro.. ~ ............ -
G. P.M. Draw down ... _reet ·-- ---hours Date JANUARY 16, 19 9 
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WtiiTF.-DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
CANARY-CLIENT"S COPY 
PINK-WELL llRILLF.R"S COPY 
STATE OF NEVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 
Permit N•··---+-\ 
B:~sin____ 
IT OR T\'PE ONL\' Pl .. se complete this form In its entirdJ 
NOTICE OF INTENT NO. _______ _ 
I. OWNEIL__.f..~-~_l~!~_:>-~~~_lL~'!.~-----dDDRESS AT WELL LOCATION 
MAILING ADDRESS __ .~__:_C?..:.__~~~~2.Q ___________ ._.9.~-~.S!J:~!J ~line _ 
· Golconda, Nevada 89414 Well ITHIW-2 I Drill Site:;-:#c.:3:.._ _____ _ 
2. LOCATION_ .... S.t: ....... •t~=N:!f ______ ,,; Scc~-=2"~-=:T ......... J.§. __ ~·s-R::::?t.z E HumboTdt County 
PERMIT NO. __ \c£=1:101.13 .. _ ... ____ t··---·---i·- -- =::--------
tssutd by W:uer Rtsourc-es l'lrcel No. SYbdi;1sinn Name 
3. TYPE OF WORK 4. PROPOSED USE s. TYPE WELL 
New Well ~ Recondition 0 Dmn~~lic 0 Irrigation 0 Test b Cable 0 Rotary :tJ 
Deepen 0 Other 0 Municipal 0 Industrial 0 Stock 0 Other o· Air 
6. LITHOLOGIC LOG a. WELL CONSTRUCTION 
9- 7 I 8 inches ToW clcpch 255 
Ma1erial W11rr ThCk· 
Diameter feet 
S1n.11 F""" To .. u incites 
clays 0 10 
c · ~-ziw-pvi?"~hedule 80 T&C 
consolidated rock 10 250 
u'"g reco _8 
Weicht per f,.... 2 • 'b Thickness 
shale 250 255 
gi•meter 
____ inches +t'- fee 255To feet 
__ __inches ree feet 
nches reo feet 
_ ___inches ... fOCI 
nchel r .. feet 
----inches J"---; .... ______ feet 
Surface seal: Yes No 0 Type neat cement 
Depth or seal 187 feet 
Gravel packed: Yea 21 No 0 
1~vel JIK~ed from. 190 feet In 255 feet 
to 0 Mesh Silica Sand 
Perfontiolll: 
Type perfontion 4" PVC Well Screen 
Size perfontion .929" 
From--1:9-!" feet In i!55 feel 
From feet ... teet 
From fOCI reea 
From feet 10 _reet 
From feet 10 reea 
9. WATER LEVEL 
Sialic water level 182 feet below land surface 
Flow O.P.M. P.S.I. 
Water tempenture "F Quality 
DatesLtn~ 
Date compl 
I,, I 1"1 ~ , I ~1~6_, 19_88 
• ,y -· • <: "' ,, • ~ 19...88 
• 0 • • ' 
10. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
This well was drilled unclcr my supervision and the repoct is tn1e In tbe 
7. WELL TEST DATA best or my knowledce. 
Name SARGENT IBRIGAIIOH COHPAMI 
....... IIPM """b~.M. '-t. 1118Jaw DOlL Altcrlfoon'- eo.-
Addrns 9955 r•. Virginia St., RenQ, Nevada c-
Nevada c:omnctor's license number 21246 
issoed by the State Contnctar's llolnl 
Nevada contnctor's driller's number 1391 
issued by the Divisioa of Water Reoourc:es 
BAILER TEST Nev~~a_driller's license number issued ~~r.jf{.,. 159311476 DtYISIOG or Water Re.urces. the Oll•ltlC • 
O.P.M. Draw clowlt ___ feet _ __!tnun 2or;/';f .AY • sianeci--Jar,u.e,r•l~iJiliijl-98. Uilr ... 
G. P.M. Draw ckown. ___ reet --· _hnurs '1 II pel lftl ..... 
G.P.M. Dr:~wdc>wlt. -·· ... feet -····-···-···"""·· Date 
126 
WHITE-DIVISION Or W.\TER RESOURCES 
CAN.\RY-CLIE."'T'S COPY 
PISK-WELL DRILLER'S COPY 
STATE Of NEVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
orna USE( · 
Lo&No. 26 
PermitNo. _ 
WELL DRILLERS REPORT Basin 
PRI!IIT OR TYPE ONLY Plosw <omplele lb&S for .. i• ils •nliroly 
OWNER~k.&:t-~c..~.m.L.l-. ___ -1 
MAILING ADDRESS------------------------------~--------------------------------------------
3. TYPE OF WORK 
New Well 0 Rocondition 0 
Deepen 0 Other 0 
6. LITHOLOGIC LOG 
Ma1~nal 
SfM;t1 rl T~o .9'1 L 
(..,oa.1.JL ·-·jl, fli...AI 
.SA-t\!(! 0 f2 A I !P L ~ 
v,. u f"'L··'(' L.Atl c.c~nll~ 
-l,;- (', D 1:1. !P t"". 
1-io "1'1 o_Ltltl s f.Jrr I<<:. 
t::.AI\k1.r RDr.;'t 11.' C!LAu 
.:=:-...... ......¥· -~ ... I'!..Li.L r 
LC.k Cl P'11ut<>l. f:-t ~· ~4 kc: 
I 
Date staned .l..l ~""" 
Date <omplcted.J.atliA rcJ.... 
































Ahcr Houn ....-! ·: 
O.P.M •. ______ _ 
O.P.M •. --------
G.P.M. 
Draw down--lee! -lloa~ 
Drawdown __ fcct --houn 










5. TYPE WELL 
Cable j![ Rowy 0 
Other 0 
8. WELL CONSTRUCTION 
Diameter hole -~inches Total depth...J.JQ__tcct 
Casina rccordl----------------------------.--=r-
Wciahl per foot _______________ Thickncss_•J;):£_ 
?:57i in<hes _____ Q,_ --~~· _.J_db__feet 
-----------'nches ______ feet feet 
---------'nches ______ fee -------feet 
_______ ___,nches ______ feet _______ feet 
_______ _,;;mn•,ches _____ feet -----feet 
----------'ncba ------feet ---·-,-lect 
Surface seal: Yes .2) No CJ Type C!~-e.M e.Nr 
Depth of -• 5o Ft · feet 
Gravel packed: Y cs CJ No ,21 
Gravel packed from _________ feeno ____ __,_,ee, 
Perforations: 
SA~ C...u..f Type pcrfo~lioD 
Size ~>C~:foralion ZOJ...n From lOlJ feet to feet 
From _feet to feet 
Frnm feet 10 , .. , 
From reetto -'ect 
From feet to feet 
9. WATER LEVEL 
Stalic,l!!aterlevJI ~ feet below land surface 
FlowOli• lqdl" 'G,P.M .. --=---.n---~"P.S.I. 
Watertcmperomr •F. Quality -~ett. 
10. DRILLERS CERTIFICATION 
This weD wu d. ~led under my supervision and the rcpon is uue to 
tbe bat or my knowledae. 
N.a~e 
Addreu----------------~~-------------------
Nevada contractor's license number--0~<..-.L.S...._l/.:::z:..K ..  ._ ____ _ 
Nevada co•uraaor's drillers number------------------
Nevada clriUcr's licer&SC~ 
5~~~-~--~~~~=--------... CoaUK&Or 
795 
Date 3- J.l~ fb 
USE ADDmO!<I4L SHUTS IF IIECESSAIIY 
tlftWfl 
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WHITE-DIVISION OF WATER RESOl:RCES 
C.~"ARY-CLIE:'o"T'S COPY 
PI:'\K-WELL DRILLER'S COPY 
STATE OF ~"EVADA 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
PRIST OR TYPE 0:0."1-Y 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
OWNE Santa Fe Pacific !\linin ADDRESS AT WELL LOCATION ______ ~--~-
\lUNG ADDREss_fu!x 27019. Alb.uQ.U.e.c.que .. .N1Ll!1J.2 B a bbj LC.i:.e.ek...J~.l1....ti,..llE..Golc.anda.,..li.el£8da.-
~- LOCATION N_g ___ ,,. __ JLLif. Sec._2ll ___ L_JJ! ___ sts R._4.3. __ E-.Jiumllald,...._ ______ counry 
PER.\11T NO. 52048 I 
lssucd by Wa~er Raouras Parcel So. Subd.1vss~oa Name 





6. UTHOLOGIC LOG 
I. w .... I Slr.ata 
fractured rock & """"V"l I 
volcanic formations 
gravel, fracture rock I 
sand, a-ravel, fracute rock 
hard rock 
~';ravel, fracture rock 
fracture rock gravel 
~';ravel, fracture rock. clav 
fracture rock 
fracture rock & clav 
clay &: fracture rock 
~lev hl'nwn & whit" 
sand. CT!'AV!!I JittJp ~~-.. ~,-








































Date ~~a~tedi__.=_J~ul!.ly~23:::;rf.....:.---------· 19 .. U 
Date completed August 1. • 19.8.9... 
7. WELL TEST DATA 









5. TYPE WELL 
Cable 0 Rotary ~ 
Other 0 
a. WELL CONSTRUCTION 
Diameter __ 1~4:!._ _ __,nchcs Total dept~--feet 
_____ inches 
__ ------inches 
CasinJ recor<LJ..i..Q.,,.l.DI.......x&.....l..2w.511.0 _________ _ 
Weizht per fr-oot _________ Thickness; ____ _ 
DlalllC•r To 
14 inches +? ~~ 660 feet ___ __.i:: ------' ··:: ;:: 
___ _,nches '' 'eet 
___ _,nchcs ree feet 
___ _,nches 'ee 'eet 
Surface sal: Yes 6i No 0 T~-emeR-t-gr-oYt-----
Depch of se•l 5" 'eet 
Gravel packed: Yes ti No ::::J 
Gravel pac~ed from 50 
Perfonti0111: 
Typeperforatio~p WR X WR 
Sueperfora,D·~----------~-----------------
From 1 87 R<:t 10 47Q feet 
From 470 f<e~IO 655 *t 
From~------------~~Mta_ ______________ ~ 
Fram ~ID *t 
FIOID feet 10 feet 
9. WATER LEVEl. 
Static -ter levc1 __ 7:.;4~-----feet below 1aDd surface 
Flow <i.P.M •. _________ ,r P.S.l. 
~~~~~~~te:r~te~m!pe~ra~N~re~5~5:::·~F~~Qwili~~·~~:::::::::::::::: 
10. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
This well was drilled under my supervision and the repon is we to the 
best of my lulowledp. 
Name Sargent Irrigatjn'1:£e:Pany - ··-
Addrn• P 0 Box 2646. El~yada 89801 
Nevada colllrKIOr's Ucense number 21246 issued by !be State COIIUXIOI''s lloanl_,fl._..,. _ _.._.:a_.l/. ______ _ 
Nevada coauxtor's drillert's nu~ • 
iss~Divisiono ate. ~£~91 
Nevada · ~r~lice~~ be · 
.Divis' .fA:: ~~rces~ ~ ·-f+--'''"'4""9'"3--
5'1 1 ly "isnlw pcrlomiAS """'"' drilliJIC 011 , .. or -
Date~8° 





Sample ID Lat./Long. • Date Collected ODsMow(o/oo) o180sMOw(o/oo) 206Pbj204pb 
BAC-4 14 30/06 38 2-16-91 -122.83 19.404 
BAC-5 04 54/09 57 6-11-91 -125.13 
BAC-6 02 58/05 49 6-12-91 -136.00 -17.4 
BAC-8 12 50/02 10 2-16-91 -120.36 19.689 
BAC-9 10 18/15 12 2-16-91 -122.03 19.321 
DE-6 2-14-91 -126.63 -15.4 19.814 
DE-36 2-14-91 -132.68 
MURD-5 06 46/13 12 6-11-91 -126.26 -16.3 18.905 
OWl 2-15-91 -130.12 19.614 
OW4 (150') 2-15-91 -128.13 19.382 
OW4 (300') 2-15-91 -128.09 19.793 
RC91RN 2-16-91 -94.57 
RC91RV 2-16-91 -84.88 
RC91SN1 17 10/04 38 2-15-91 -107.07 
RC91SN2 17 21/00 54 2-15-91 -128.65 
RC91SP1 17 39/00 58 2-15-91 -121.59 -15.6 19.860 
RC91SP2 17 51/02 04 2-15-91 -123.86 
RC91SP3 14 16/02 43 6-11-91 -125.44 -15.1 18.632 
RC91SP4 14 45/04 04 6-12-91 -125.60 
RC91SP5 09 03/15 58 6-13-91 -120.19 19.034 
RC91SP6 10 00/17 04 6-13-91 -118.16 -15.4 
RC91SP7 11 09/15 54 6-14-91 -118.09 
RC91SP8 12 23/16 19 6-14-91 -122.81 
RC91SP9 12 26/16 29 6-14-91 -122.65 
RC91SP10 14 05/16 17 6-15-91 -126.71 -16.1 -t.IJ 0 
Sample ID Lat./Long. • Date Collected OD SM ow( o/oo) o180sMow(o/oo) 
RC91ST1 17 12/04 38 2-15-91 -119.96 
RC91ST2 11 15/03 24 6-11-91 -108.03 
RC91ST3 06 33/09 28 6-12-91 -118.07 
RC91ST4 11 39/09 05 6-12-91 -119.37 
RC915T5 09 50/15 40 6-13-91 -118.76 
RC91ST6 09 55/17 05 6-13-91 -117.50 
RC91ST7 10 33/16 06 6-13-91 -121.04 
RC91ST8 09 13/14 14 6-13-91 -113.35 -14.7 
RC91ST9 11 14/16 03 6-14-91 -116.53 
SEE-161 2-14-91 -135.68 -17.0 
SEE-630 2-14-91 -127.84 
SEE-647 2-14-91 -127.77 -16.3 
91-124 13 48/11 27 6-15-91 -130.22 -16.1 
• Numbers represent minutes and seconds for latitude and longitude, respectively. 






Sample ID Lat./Long.• Date Collected 207pbj204pb 208pbj204pb 87Srj86Sr 
BAC-4 14 30/06 38 2-16-91 15.707 38.769 0.70766 
BAC-5 04 54/09 57 6-11-91 0.70882 
BAC-6 02 58/05 49 6-12-91 0.70959 
BAC-8 12 50/02 10 2-16-91 15.720 38.936 0.70789 
BAC-9 10 18/15 12 2-16-91 15.704 38.726 0.71227 
DE-6 2-14-91 15.746 39.027 0.70840 
DE-36 2-14-91 
MURD-5 06 46/13 12 6-11-91 15.656 38.446 0.70918 
OWl 2-15-91 15.728 38.886 0.70959 
OW4 (150') 2-15-91 15.686 38.720 0.70888 
OW4 (300') 2-15-91 15.740 39.048 0.70886 
RC91RN 2-16-91 
RC91RV 2-16-91 
RC91SN1 17 10/04 38 2-15-91 
RC91SN2 17 21/00 54 2-15-91 
RC91SP1 17 39/00 58 2-15-91 15.746 39.083 0.70746 
RC91SP2 17 51/02 04 2-15-91 
RC91SP3 14 16/02 43 6-11-91 15.610 38.330 0.70848 
RC91SP4 14 45/04 04 6-12-91 0.70858 
RC91SP5 09 03/15 58 6-13-91 15.680 38.636 0.70771 
RC91SP6 10 00/17 04 6-13-91 0.71134 
RC91SP7 11 09/15 54 6-14-91 
RC91SP8 12 23/16 19 6-14-91 0.70711 
RC91SP9 12 26/16 29 6-14-91 




Sample ID Lat./Long.• Date Collected 207Pbj204pb 208pbj204pb 87SrfB6sr 
RC91ST1 17 12/04 38 2-15-91 
RC91ST2 11 15/03 24 6-11-91 0.70729 
RC91ST3 06 33/09 28 6-12-91 
RC91ST4 11 39/09 05 6-12-91 0.70758 
RC91ST5 09 50/15 40 6-13-91 
RC91ST6 09 55/17 05 6-13-91 
RC91ST7 10 33/16 06 6-13-91 
RC91ST8 09 13/14 14 6-13-91 
RC91ST9 11 14/16 03 6-14-91 
SEE-161 2-14-91 15.781 39.257 0.70981 
SEE-630 2-14-91 
SEE-647 2-14-91 15.759 39.153 0.70957 
91-124 13 48/11 27 6-15-91 
• Numbers represent minutes and seconds for latitude and longitude, respectively. The degree 
values are the same for all samples. Latitude is 41° and longitude is 11 7°. 
-w w 
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